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ABSTRACT
Presently, there is an expanding interest among transportation agencies and state
Departments of Transportation to consider augmenting traffic data collection with probe-based
services, such as INRIX. The objective is to decrease the cost of deploying and maintaining
sensors and increase the coverage under constrained budgets. This dissertation documents a
study evaluating the opportunities and challenges of using INRIX data in Midwest. The objective
of this study is threefold: (1) quantitative analysis of probe data characteristics: coverage, speed
bias, and congestion detection precision (2) improving probe based congestion performance
metrics accuracy by using change point detection, and (3) assessing the impact of game day
schedule and opponents on travel patterns and route choice.
The first study utilizes real-time and historical traffic data which are collected through
two different data sources; INRIX and Wavetronix. The INRIX probe data stream is compared to
a benchmarked Wavetronix sensor data source in order to explain some of the challenges and
opportunities associated with using wide area probe data. In the following, INRIX performance
is thoroughly evaluated in three major criteria: coverage and penetration, speed bias, congestion
detection precision.
The second study focuses on the number of congested events and congested hour as two
important performance measures. To improve the accuracy and reliability of performance
measures, this study addresses a big issue in calculating performance measures by comparing
Wavetronix against INRIX. We examine the very traditional and common method of congestion
detection and congested hour calculation which utilized a fixed-threshold and we show how
unreliable and erroneous that method can be. After that, a novel traffic congestion identification
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method is proposed in this paper and in the following the number of congested events and
congested hour are computed as two performance measures.
After evaluating the accuracy and reliability of INRIX probe data in chapter 2 and 3, the
purpose of the last study in chapter 4 is to assess the impacts of game day on travel pattern and
route choice behaviors using INRIX, the accurate and reliable data source. It is shown that the
impacts vary depending on the schedule and also the opponents. Also, novel methods are
proposed for hotspot detection and prediction.
Overall, this dissertation evaluates probe-sourced streaming data from INRIX, to study its
characteristics as a data source, challenges and opportunities associated with using wide area
probe data, and finally make use of INRIX as a reliable data source for travel behavior analysis.
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CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
For comprehensive performance assessments of freeways, highways, and arterials, state
DOTs and many of transportation agencies conventionally rely on infrastructure-mounted
sensors, but the cost of installing and retaining these sensors is high. Most of these infrastructure
mounted sensors are deployed on major freeways and in critical urban areas, and this leads to
less coverage on highways and arterials. Also, in terms of geographical scalability, they need to
be deployed in large numbers to be able to control the traffic situation in a given area.
Considering all the limitations of fixed local sensors, it is essential to devise new datastreaming sources to augment the sensors. The emergence of probe vehicle technology, which
has grown over the past few years, has caused a remarkable change in traffic data collection,
processing, analyses, and utilization.
Being able to access a huge volume of historical and real-time traffic data without any of
the cost of installation, configuration, and maintenance of infrastructure-mounted sensors
interests many agencies that want to utilize a single, uniform data source for monitoring traffic
conditions across most routes in the U.S. Traffic information is collected from millions of cell
phones, vans, trucks, connected cars, commercial fleets, delivery vehicles and taxis, and other
global position system (GPS)-enabled vehicles. Presently, several probe-data vendors, such as
INRIX, HERE, TomTom, NAVTEQ, TrafficCast, etc., provide broad and high quality real-time
and historical traffic data around the world.
The objective of this study is to evaluate the reliability and accuracy of probe data
streams against fixed, infrastructure-mounted sensor data. This report, based on a critical
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evaluation of the INRIX stream, will highlight key considerations for incorporating probe data
into traffic operations, planning, and management activities. The accuracy of the data stream is
evaluated under different factors such as: INRIX coverage on freeways and non-freeways and
during peak and non-peak hours; speed bias between INRIX TMC segments and Wavetronix
infrastructure sensors; incident management; and performance measures such as congested hour
and the number of congested events.
Several studies have been conducted to compare the accuracy and reliability of probe
sourced data against local sensor data such as radar sensor data, loop detector data, etc. (AduGyamfi, Sharma, Knickerbocker, Hawkins, & Jackson, 2017; Coifman, 2002; FDOT, 2012;
Feng, Bigazzi, Kothuri, & Bertini, 2010; Haghani, Hamedi, & Sadabadi, 2009; S. Kim &
Coifman, 2014; Lindveld, Thijs, Bovy, & der Zijpp, 2000). Many of them evaluated performance
of probe data by travel time reliability measures, such as the 90th or 95th percentile of travel
time, the standard deviation, the coefficient of variation, the percentage of variation, the buffer
index, the planning time index, the travel time index, congestion hour, etc. (Aliari & Haghani,
2012; Araghi, Hammershøj Olesen, Krishnan, Tørholm Christensen, & Lahrmann, 2015;
Pranamesh Chakraborty et al., 2018; Cookson & Pishue, 2016; C. Day et al., 2015; FHWA,
2017; Gong & Fan, 2017; Higatani et al., 2009; Hu et al., 2015; Tim Lomax, Schrank, Turner, &
Margiotta, 2003; Miwa, Ishiguro, Yamamoto, & Morikawa, 2015; MoDOT, 2017; Pu, 2012;
Rakha, El-Shawarby, & Arafeh, 2010; Remias et al., 2013; Sanaullah, Quddus, & Enoch, 2016;
Schrank., Eisele., Lomax., & Bak., 2015; Schrank, Eisele, & Lomax, 2012; Sekuła, Marković,
Laan, & Sadabadi, 2017; Sharifi et al., 2017; Turner, 2013; Uno, Kurauchi, Tamura, & Iida,
2009; Venkatanarayana, 2017; WSDOT, 2013, 2014; Zheng, Li, van Zuylen, Liu, & Yang,
2018).
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1.2 Research Objectives
As demand for comprehensive traffic monitoring grows from both travelers and
transportation agencies, a new technology that would reduce both installation and maintenance
costs is needed for collecting accurate and real-time traffic details. Probe-based methods of
measuring travel time and speed data can easily scale across large networks without the need for
deploying any additional infrastructure. This research contains three studies and will answer the
following research questions.
1.2.1 Research motivation 1: Evaluate the accuracy and reliability of probe-sourced data in
terms of coverage, speed bias, and congestion detection precision
In recent years there has been a growing desire for the use of probe vehicle technology
for congestion detection and general infrastructure performance assessment. Unlike costly
traditional data collection by loop detectors, wide area detection using probe-based traffic data is
significantly different in terms of the nature of data collection, measurement technique,
coverage, pricing, etc. Although many researches have studied probe-based data, there remains
critical questions such as data coverage and penetration over time, or the influential factors in the
accuracy of probe data. The first paper studies probe-sourced data from INRIX, to profoundly
explore some of these questions. First, to explore coverage and penetration, INRIX real-time data
is illustrated temporally over the entire state of Iowa, demonstrating the growth in real-time data
over a four-year timespan. Furthermore, the availability of INRIX real-time and historical data
based on type of road and time of day, are explored. Second, a comparison is made with
Wavetronix smart sensors, commonly used sensors in traffic management, to explore INRIX’s
speed data quality. A statistical analysis on the behavior of INRIX speed bias, identifies some of
the influential factors in defining the magnitude of speed bias. Finally, the accuracy and
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reliability of INRIX for congestion detection purposes is investigated based on the road segment
characteristics and the congestion type. Overall, this work sheds light onto some of the less
explored aspects of INRIX probe-based data to help traffic managers and decision makers in
better understanding this source of data and any resultant analyses.
1.2.2 Research motivation 2: Improving probe based congestion performance metrics
accuracy by using change point detection
Probe based speed data provide great value to agencies especially in areas which are not
feasibly covered by traffic sensors. However, as with sensors, probe data are not without nuance
and issues like latency prevent alignment between calculated metrics by data source. Both
agencies and the public are sensitive to reported performance and have little appreciation for
sudden shifts in magnitude just because a new data source is available. This paper examines the
sources of error when using a fixed speed threshold to calculate two common performance
metrics (the number of congested events and congested hours) using probe versus sensor data.
The analysis shows that both latency, and use of a fixed speed threshold methodology, contribute
to divergent performance values when using probe (INRIX) versus sensor (Wavetronix) data.
To address these differences, the analysis established sensor data as a base and used a
change point detection methodology to calculate performance values from probe data. The
change point detection algorithm was shown to improve the identification of both congested
events as well as calculating congested hours versus using a fixed threshold methodology. The
evaluation was expanded from a limited number of sensor-segment pairs on one specific route to
five different routes with 64 sensor-segment pairs across the state of Iowa using data from the
year 2017.
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Change point detection appears to address errors observed when calculating traffic
performance measures on probe data versus using a fixed speed congestion threshold. Agencies
should consider this method prior to calculating and reporting performance metrics to the public.
1.2.3 Research motivation 3: Assessing the impact of game day schedule and opponents on
travel patterns and route choice using big data analytics
In recent years, transportation system has become a critical infrastructure for the
movement of people and goods. However, major events such as unexpected congestion and
planned special events decrease its reliability. Sporting events concentrate people at a specific
venue on game days. This study deals with issues of road traffic management during major
sports events using widely available INRIX data. This research is intended to compare travel
patterns and behaviors on game days against normal days. A comprehensive analysis is
conducted on all Nebraska Cornhuskers football games and their impact on traffic congestion on
5 major routes in Nebraska over 5 years. In the next, hotspots, the abnormally high-risk regions
in a spatiotemporal space that contains traffic congestion almost on all game days, are identified.
For hotspot detection, we utilize an algorithm, called Multi-EigenSpot that is able to handle
multiple hotspots by iteratively removing previously detected hotspots and re-running the
algorithm until no more hotspots are found. With this method, we are able to detect traffic
hotspot clusters on 5 chosen routes in Nebraska. After detecting hotspots, it is crucial to identify
what factors affect the size of hotspots and other possible parameters. Start time of the game and
opponents are two important factors affecting number of people coming to Lincoln, Nebraska on
the game days. At the end, dynamic Bayesian network (DBN) approach is proposed to forecast
the traffic congestion (hotspots) on game days. This approach is designed to provide real-time
predictions even in case of incomplete data.
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1.3 Dissertation Organization
This dissertation is organized in a manuscript-based format, consisting of 3 papers that
address the research motivations and achieve the research objective accordingly. In chapter 2,
INRIX performance is thoroughly evaluated in three major criteria: coverage and penetration,
speed bias, and congestion detection precision. This chapter addresses research motivation 1.
Chapter 3 evaluates the reliability of probe-sourced data (INRIX) using two performance
measures; congested hour and the number of congested events. The study also introduces change
point detection algorithm as a new robust method for detecting recurring and non-recurring
traffic congestion and reductions in speed. This chapter addresses research motivation 2. The
purpose of chapter 4 is to find out the impacts of game day on travel pattern and route choice
behaviors using INRIX as a reliable data source. Also, two novel methods are proposed for
congestion hotspot detection and prediction. This chapter addresses research motivation 3.
Chapter 5 concludes the dissertation with research findings, limitations and future works.
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CHAPTER 2. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF PROBE DATA
CHARACTERISTICS: COVERAGE, SPEED BIAS, AND CONGESTION DETECTION
PRECISION
Modified from a paper published in the Journal of Intelligent Transportation Systems

Vesal Ahsani, Mostafa Amin-Naseri, Skylar Knickerbocker, and Anuj Sharma

Abstract
In recent years there has been a growing desire for the use of probe vehicle technology
for congestion detection and general infrastructure performance assessment. Unlike costly
traditional data collection by loop detectors, wide area detection using probe-based traffic data is
significantly different in terms of the nature of data collection, measurement technique,
coverage, pricing, etc. Although many researches have studied probe-based data, there remains
critical questions such as data coverage and penetration over time, or the influential factors in the
accuracy of probe data. This research studied probe-sourced data from INRIX, to profoundly
explore some of these questions. First, to explore coverage and penetration, INRIX real-time data
was illustrated temporally over the entire state of Iowa, demonstrating the growth in real-time
data over a four-year timespan. Furthermore, the availability of INRIX real-time and historical
data based on type of road and time of day, were explored. Second, a comparison was made with
Wavetronix smart sensors, commonly used sensors in traffic management, to explore INRIX’s
speed data quality. A statistical analysis on the behavior of INRIX speed bias, identified some of
the influential factors in defining the magnitude of speed bias. Finally, the accuracy and
reliability of INRIX for congestion detection purposes was investigated based on the road
segment characteristics and the congestion type. Overall, this work sheds light onto some of the
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less explored aspects of INRIX probe-based data to help traffic managers and decision makers in
better understanding this source of data and any resultant analyses.

Keywords – probe data, sensor data, coverage, speed bias analysis, congestion detection.

Introduction
Many transportation agencies and state Departments of Transportation (DOT) utilize
fixed, infrastructure – mounted sensors for collecting relatively accurate and real-time traffic
information such as lane by lane traffic speed, volume, occupancy, etc. Compared to alternatives
provided by most non-traditional data streaming sources, the cost of deploying and maintaining
these sensors could be high. Another limitation of sensors is their geographical scalability; they
need to be installed in a large number to determine the traffic situation in an area (S. Young,
2007). Accordingly, most Traffic Management Centres (TMC) install them on major freeways
and critical urbanized areas rather than throughout the highways and arterials. The lack of
sufficient coverage on highways and arterials spurs the interest to augment infrastructure
mounted sensors with new data streaming sources.
With the rapid rise of telecommunication and wireless technologies over the past few
years, traffic data collection, processing, analyses and utilization have changed significantly.
Wide area probe technology is an example which collects traffic information from millions of
mobile devices, connected cars, trucks, delivery vans, and other GPS-enabled fleet vehicles.
Probe-based methods of measuring travel time and speed data can easily scale across large
networks without the need for deploying any additional infrastructure (S. Young, 2007). This
makes several agencies to use a single, uniform source of data as a cost-effective way for
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monitoring traffic across most roadways in a State (FHWA, 2013). Some of the third-party probe
data providers are INRIX, HERE, TomTom, etc.
Several studies have been conducted to compare the accuracy and reliability of probe
sourced data against local sensor data such as radar sensor data, loop detector data, etc. (AduGyamfi et al., 2017; Coifman, 2002; FDOT, 2012; Feng et al., 2010; Haghani et al., 2009; S.
Kim & Coifman, 2014; Lindveld et al., 2000). Many of them evaluated performance of probe
data by travel time reliability measures, such as the 90th or 95th percentile of travel time, the
standard deviation, the coefficient of variation, the percentage of variation, the buffer index, the
planning time index, the travel time index, congestion hour, etc. (Aliari & Haghani, 2012; Araghi
et al., 2015; Pranamesh Chakraborty et al., 2018; Cookson & Pishue, 2016; C. Day et al., 2015;
FHWA, 2017; Gong & Fan, 2017; Higatani et al., 2009; Hu et al., 2015; Tim Lomax et al., 2003;
Miwa et al., 2015; MoDOT, 2017; Pu, 2012; Rakha et al., 2010; Remias et al., 2013; Sanaullah
et al., 2016; Schrank. et al., 2015; Schrank et al., 2012; Sekuła et al., 2017; Sharifi et al., 2017;
Turner, 2013; Uno et al., 2009; Venkatanarayana, 2017; WSDOT, 2013, 2014; Zheng et al.,
2018). An overview of these studies and the performance measures used to evaluate travel time
reliability of probe-source data is provided in Table 1.

Table 2.1 Overview of the studies and the performance measures used to evaluate travel time
reliability of probe-source data

Study
(Pu, 2012)

Source of Probe
Data Used
not mentioned

Performance Measures
95th percentile travel time, standard deviation,
coefficient of variation,, skew statistic buffer
index, buffer index (w.r.t. median), planning
time index, frequency of congestion, failure
rate, failure rate, travel time index
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Table 2.1. (Continued)
(Tim Lomax et al., 2003)

not mentioned

Travel time window, percent variation,
variability index, displaying variation, buffer
time, buffer time index, planning time index,
travel rate envelope, on-time arrival, misery
index

(Turner, 2013)

INRIX

Annual hours of delay per mile, hours of
target delay per mile, Travel Time Index,
Planning Time Index, top N congested
segments

(Uno et al., 2009)

not mentioned

Average travel time, covariance of travel time,
level of service (LOS)

(Rakha et al., 2010)

not mentioned

Travel time coefficient of variation

(C. Day et al., 2015;
Remias et al., 2013)

INRIX

Congestion hours, distance-weighted
congestion hours, congestion index, speed
profile, speed deficit, travel time deficit,
congestion cost, top N bottlenecks

(MoDOT, 2017)

not mentioned

Average travel time per 10 miles, additional
travel time needed for on-time arrival (80% of
time), annual congestion costs

(FHWA, 2017)

NPMRDS

Congested hours, planning time index, travel
time index

(Schrank. et al., 2015;
Schrank et al., 2012)

INRIX

Travel speed, travel delay, annual person
delay, annual delay per auto commuter, total
peak period travel time, travel time index,
planning time index, number of rush hours,
percent of daily and peak travel in congested
conditions, percent of congested travel

(WSDOT, 2013, 2014)

not mentioned

Lane-miles congested, total and cost of delay,
travel time index

(Sharma, Ahsani, &
Rawat, 2017)

INRIX

Congestion detection latency, count of
congestion, congestion durations, buffer time
index, reliability curve

(Hu et al., 2015)

INRIX

Delay saving, buffer index, 95th percentile
travel time
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Table 2.1. (Continued)
(Cookson & Pishue, 2016)

INRIX

Travel time index, wasted time in congestion

(Aliari & Haghani, 2012)

INRIX

Travel time, average speed

(Gong & Fan, 2017)

INRIX

Travel time reliability, planning time index,
frequency of congestion

(Sekuła et al., 2017)

INRIX

Hourly traffic volume

(Venkatanarayana, 2017)

INRIX,
NPMRDS

Traffic delay, planning time index, travel time
index, AASHTO reliability indexes (RI80, for
all days and weekdays), congested hours, and
congested miles

In addition to studies on INRIX travel time reliability, more recent studies have been
conducted using INRIX data to evaluate other aspects of INRIX data. For instance, Eshragh and
colleagues estimate the accuracy of probe speed data on arterial corridors using roadway
geometric attributes (Eshragh, Young, Sharifi, Hamedi, & Sadabadi, 2017). It was also shown
that INRIX and benchmarked results were most similar in external-external trips (Hard et al.,
2017). Also, Lu and Dong compared INRIX with radar sensor data for travel time estimation and
showed its reliability (C. Lu & Dong, 2018). Moreover, models were developed for detecting
abnormal traffic patterns and traffic speed prediction using INRIX and Wavetronix data sets, and
obtained satisfactory results (Barajas, Wang, Kaiser, & Zhu, 2017). Day and colleagues made
use of INRIX XD and connected vehicle data to optimize traffic signal offsets (C. M. Day et al.,
2017). Additionally, (Elhenawy, Chen, & Rakha, 2014) examined the quality of INRIX data and
showed its good quality for travel time prediction.
Overall, the recent studies have reaffirmed the validity and value of INRIX data while
pointing out improvement in its quality over years. The quality improvement is shown in Figure
2 of the paper. The figure shows a significant increase in the real-time data availability.
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Moreover, based on the report performed by the University of Maryland and published by
INRIX, INRIX was never penalized for data quality during the life of vehicle probe project
(VPP). This report mentioned 57% and 46% improvement of INRIX speed error results in heavy
and moderate congestion from 2008-09 to 2012-13 respectively. Moreover, 87% overall
improvement was observed in INRIX speed bias results from 2008 to 2013 (INRIX, 2015).
Inversely, very few research has been conducted on probe data coverage, probe data
penetration over time, speed bias and congestion detection performance with respect to
segment’s characteristics. This is while probe data, unlike sensor data, comes from an ever
changing source, thus making it critical to study the patterns and trends in coverage and
penetration. To the best of our knowledge, no other research has been looked into the coverage
of probe-sourced data temporally over a 4-year timespan.
In terms of INRIX speed quality, several works have estimated the speed bias to be 6
mph on freeways relative to ground truth (Lattimer & Glotzbach, 2012) and more generally, the
overall average speed errors were estimated to be within 10 mph throughout various levels of
congestion (K. Kim, Motiani, Spasovic, Dimitrijevic, & Chien, 2014). Adu-Gyamfi, (2017) also
noted that high speeds (>60 mph) generally have less error, whereas low speeds (<60 mph) show
higher speed error. Table 2 below includes positive and negative results these mentioned papers
have been concluded. Despite the invaluable information that these works provide, yet a
quantitative analysis that studies the significant factors influencing speed bias is not in place.
Similarly, a quantitative study on the factors (e.g., segment length or congestion type) that
influence the congestion detection quality using probe-based data, have not been performed. This
work studied INRIX data to learn more about this source of data from these less considered
perspectives.
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Table 2.2 Summary of the findings on INRIX speed bias analysis

Study
(FDOT,
2012)

(Haghani
et al.,
2009)

Source of
Probe Data
Used
NAVTEQ,
TrafficCast,
INRIX

INRIX

Performance
Measures
Absolute
average speed
error, average
speed bias,
absolute
average travel
time error,
travel time bias

Speed error,
speed error
bias

Pros
1. All probe data
sources are generally
consistent with the
ground truth data.
2. INRIX data in some
cases appeared to be
more accurate
compared to other
probe datasets.
1. Speed data provided
by INRIX is generally
of good quality.

Cons
1. TMC segments in
urban areas with
traffic signals
experienced a larger
variability in the
results.

1. Segments with
length less than one
mile are in-accurate.
2. Different
confidence scores 30,
20, and 10 are not
significant indicator
of INRIX data
quality.
3. For speeds below
45 mph, INRIX
overestimates the
speeds and for speeds
over 60 mph, it
underestimates the
actual speed.

(Lattimer
&
Glotzbach,
2012)

INRIX,
NAVTEQ,
TrafficCast

Travel time,
Speed bias

----

1. INRIX speed has a
6 mph bias relative to
ground truth on an
uncongested freeway.
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Table 2.2. (Continued)
(K. Kim et
al., 2014)

INRIX,
NAVTEQ,
TrafficCast

Travel speed,
Speed error

----

1. Overall average
speed errors tend to
be within 10 mph
throughout various
levels of congestion.
2. Data providers
missed a major
incident lasting more
than 4 hours.

(AduGyamfi et
al., 2017)

INRIX

Speed bias,
latency,
similarity
index

1. Probe data is
reliable for monitoring
the performance of
transportation
infrastructure over
time.

1. Various levels of
amplitude bias
between INRIX and
benchmarked data.

2. Latency on
freeways is less than
non-freeways.

Data
The different sources of data utilized in this work, are explained in this section.
Probe-sourced data
With the help of today’s technologies including connected vehicles and smartphones,
INRIX leverages the great amount of historical and real-time data which can be analyzed and
investigated to improve transportation networks performance. This study utilized the historical
and real-time traffic data collected through the INRIX TMC monitoring platform. For each of the
TMC segments, the speed, as well as the corresponding date and time of traverse were provided
for every 1 minute.
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Infrastructure mounted sensors
The benchmark dataset used in this paper was obtained from Wavetronix sensors which
utilizes radar technologies for data collection. Although we acknowledge that sensors might have
some inherent errors, yet Wavetronix Smart Sensors have been commonly utilized as ground
truth for comparison purposes (P Chakraborty, Adu-Gyamfi, Poddar, & Ahsani, 2018; X. Lu et
al., 2014; Poddar, Ozcan, Chakraborty, & Ahsani, 2018; Sharifi, Elham & Hamedi, Masoud &
Haghani, Ali & Sadrsadat, 2011). Each Wavetronix sensor unit is built up of a Doppler radar, a
wireless modem, solar panel and on-board processors for real-time processing of traffic data such
as speed, volume, etc. High-resolution (20 second) traffic speed data were provided by
Wavetronix sensors.
Roadway Asset Management System (RAMS)
Information on the roadway geometry and characteristics can play an important role in
studying performance of transportation networks. Iowa DOT’s Roadway Asset Management
System (RAMS) provides an inventory of roadway geometry and characteristics for the entire
state. Information included in the database include the number of lanes, speed limit, AADT and
surface type, as well as other information that may be useful when building a model. The RAMS
database uses the DOT’s linear referencing system which can be used when requesting
information for a specific location. The coordinates for each TMC event were passed through the
linear referencing systems REST services to provide the corresponding route and mileage values.
The route and mileage could again be used with the REST services to retrieve the roadway
geometry and characteristics. This system allows for the system to be deployed in real-time in
the future to quickly obtain the roadway characteristics. The data requested for the model using
this service are: 1) AADT, 2) Federal functional class, 3) Median type and width, 4) Number of
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lanes, 5) Right and left shoulders type and width, 6) Speed Limit, 7) Surface type and width, and
8) Terrain.
Data Stream and pre-processing
Most of the time in real-world scenarios, raw traffic data are incomplete, highly
susceptible to noise, and inconsistent for many reasons, such as sensor failures, measurement
technique errors, huge data size, etc. Data pre-processing can be used to try to detect and correct
corrupt and erroneous traffic data. However, the storage and analysis of massive amounts of
INRIX and Wavetronix requires proper infrastructure and computational power to handle masses
of data. A high performing cluster was used for data processing. Hadoop Distributed File System
(HDFS) (“Apache Hadoop,” 2017) was used for storage of the data and map-reduce was used for
processing. Pig Latin (“Apache Pig,” 2017) was used as the language to implement map-reduce
algorithms.
Evaluation Procedure
Incorporating a probe data stream into traffic operations, planning, and management
activities requires several key evaluations in the reliability and accuracy of the probe-sourced
data. For this purpose, this study utilized real-time and historical traffic data which were
collected through two different data sources; INRIX and Wavetronix. The INRIX probe data
stream is compared to a benchmarked Wavetronix sensor data source in order to explain some of
the challenges and opportunities associated with using wide area probe data. In the following,
INRIX performance will be thoroughly evaluated in three major criteria:
1. Coverage and penetration
2. Speed bias
3. Congestion detection
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Table 2.3 Summary of the INRIX Evaluation Procedure Steps
Data
Step

Name

Research motivation
Temporal distribution of
INRIX real-time data (score
30)

1

Coverage

Availability of INRIX realtime and historical data
(scores 10,20,30)

Time

Location

Whole 4 years
of 2013,…, 2016

Entire
state of
Iowa

April 2016 to
April 2017

Entire
state of
Iowa

April 2016 to
April 2017

Des
Moines
Area
(Iowa)

April 2016 to
April 2017

Des
Moines
Area
(Iowa)

• Road type
• Time of day
Characteristics of INRIX
speed bias
2

Speed bias

3

Congestion
detection

• Speed value
• Time of day
• truck-AADT
• Number of lanes
• Type of TMC Segment
• Segment length
Characteristics of congestion
detection by INRIX
•
•
•

Type of congestion
Type of TMC segment
Segment length

1. Coverage
The most critical consideration in evaluating probe data is the geographic coverage
provided by the vendor. The quality of probe data is heavily dependent on the number of probes
on the road network. The more probes on the network, the better the coverage. In addition to
real-time data, INRIX provides historical data whenever real-time data are not available. The
higher the device penetration (i.e., more probes), the better the data are. INRIX reports two
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measures of confidence, score and value. Based on Interface Guide for Public Sector
Applications from INRIX, for each speed measurement, INRIX reports a measure of confidence,
reported as one of three possible values (IowaDOT, 2017):
Score 30: speed estimate for that segment based completely on real-time data (the highest
confidence score),
Score 20: speed estimate based on real-time data across multiple segments and /or based
on a combination of expected and real-time data, and
Score 10: speed estimate based primarily on historic data (the lowest confidence score).
Additionally, INRIX reports a second measure of confidence, which it is called the
confidence value. Based on INRIX Interface Guide, the confidence value is based on a
comparison against historical trends. It should be taken into consideration that the confidence
value only applies when the confidence score is 30.
In Figure 1, the 2016 yearly coverage of INRIX real-time data (score 30) for interstate
and non-interstate roadways in the state of Iowa is shown by a range of colors. Red represents
minimum possible availability of real-time data on roads through green representing the
maximum. However, the coverage and quality of probe-based data, due to its nature (being
provided by probes), is not guaranteed to stay constant over time. Thus, it is critical to monitor
the trends in coverage accuracy over time, a point which has been less considered in the
literature.
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Figure 2.1 Geographical INRIX real-time data availability for the state of Iowa in year 2016.
Figures 2 (a) and (b) depict the empirical cumulative distribution function (CDF) of realtime INRIX data availability for years 2013-2016 on interstates and non-interstates respectively.
The INRIX data are reported every minute for each TMC segment. It is visually apparent that the
percentage of real-time INRIX data availability on both interstates and non-interstates for year
2016 is higher than the prior three years. For instance, red arrow in Figure 2 (a) indicates for the
60th percentile of road segments on the interstates, the availability of real-time INRIX data was
increased from nearly 70% for years of 2013-2015 to almost 90% for year 2016. Moreover, the
number of roads that had no coverage in 2013 to 2015 had decreased in 2016, as the number of
probes increased. INRIX has not shared the reason for this significant increase in the availability
of real-time data but our hypothesis is that additional sources of data were procured which
increased the penetration in Iowa. Therefore, the further analyses was conducted on 2016 data to
capture the most recent characteristics of INRIX data.
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Figure 2.2 Temporal empirical CDF of INRIX real-time (score 30) data on (a) Interstates and (b)
Non-interstates in the entire state of Iowa over 4 years of 2013-2016.
The daily availability of INRIX traffic data is shown in Figures 3 (a) and (b), reflecting
how traffic speed data from interstates and non-interstates are spread over a span of a full day
based on confidence scores 10, 20, and 30. In Figure 3, the INRIX time interval is considered
again as 1-min for the analysis. The horizontal axis shows 1440 minutes of a day. The vertical
axis is the probability of having confidence score 10, 20, or 30 of INRIX data in each minute of a
day with three colors of blue, red, and yellow respectively. The probability of having each of the
scores in each minute of a day is computed by considering that specific minute for all days in one
year, examine how many score 10, 20, and 30 were observed in that specific minute over the
span of a year. In the analysis, each specific minute of a day is considered with all corresponding
confidence scores (which can only be one of the values 10, 20, or 30), and calculate number of
times score 10, 20, and 30 were seen in that specific minute of day over 365 days in a year. In
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other words, the summation of probabilities of scores 10, 20, and 30 in each minute always
equals to 1. One point which should be noted here is that this figure does not show that it is
probable to have multiple confidence scores for each minute. According to our analysis on
INRIX data in the year 2016, for example in Figure 3 (a) at the time 4:48 am, it is 84% probable
to have confidence score 30, 0% probable to have score 20, and 16% probable to have score 10.
As expected, INRIX was able to provide real-time speed data (score 30) most of the day on the
interstates (Figure 3 (a)), whereas on non-interstates, real-time data were provided mostly from
around 6 am to 6 pm (Figure 3 (b)). Thus, INRIX provides a higher percentage of real-time data
on interstates compared to non-interstates and the data are more reliable during the day than the
night.
For the further analysis, we focus on performance on Interstates as the quality of data for
Iowa Interstates was significantly superior to rest of the network. For this purpose, a specific
location including a total of 163 TMC segments and Wavetronix sensors for approximately 164
miles of Iowa primary network along I-35, I-80 and I-235 near Des Moines area is selected, as
shown in Figure 4. The criterion for selecting a sensor–segment pair was based on two main
association rules. First, the Wavetronix sensor should be located in its corresponding INRIX
segment, and, second, the bearing of the road on which the sensor and segment are located
should be the same. There are several locations in Iowa which one TMC segment corresponds to
multiple sensors.
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a) Interstates

b) Non-interstates
Figure 2.3 Daily score-wise availability of INRIX traffic speed data on (a) Interstates and (b)
Non-Interstates for whole year of 2016. Yellow, red, and blue lines represent scores 30, 20, and
10 data respectively.
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Figure 2.4 Location of segments and sensors used.
2. Speed bias
Speed bias is defined as the difference of speed between the two traffic speed data
providers. There is almost always a speed bias between data streaming from probes and
traditional infrastructure-mounted sensors. Although part of this difference is inevitable due to
the differences in the two data collection methods, yet a model that provides insight about the
underlying factors that influence speed bias, would further the community’s understanding of
this probe-sourced data. Different factors, such as INRIX speed value, time of the day, the
number of probes on road, road segment type, number of lanes, etc., can be influential in the
magnitude of probe data speed bias. A statistical model was used to investigate the role of these
factors.
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In this study, speed bias was calculated by subtracting INRIX speed from Wavetronix
speed (Equation 1).
=

−

(1)

Probe technology calculates speed as the average speed of vehicles over a length of road
which is called space mean speed (SMS). Time mean speed (TMS) which is arithmetic mean of
vehicles’ speed passing a point is the calculated speed for Wavetronix sensors. There is always a
difference between SMS and TMS due to measurement technique. The relationship between
TMS and SMS is shown in Equation 2 below (Knoop, Hoogendoorn, & Van Zuylen, 2009):
=

+

(2)

Where
= SMS,
= TMS, and
= Variance of SMS

Ideally, TMS to SMS conversions (or vice versa) should be performed before the two
data sets are compared. However, in this paper speed data obtained from Wavetronix and INRIX
were already aggregated. For that reason, the speed variance (

) could not be calculated within

the 20-seconds and 1-minute period. However, a previous study showed that the most probable
range of error introduced by the measurement technique is between 0 and 2 mph (Adu-Gyamfi et
al., 2017).
To further explore the characteristics of speed bias in INRIX data, a statistical analysis
was performed to quantitatively explore the significant contributors to INRIX speed bias.
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First, INRIX speed values were explored by dividing observations into 5 groups (0-25,
25-45, 45-55, 55-65, and greater than 65 mph) and the box plot of speed bias for each group is
depicted in Figure 5 (a). The notable observation in this figure is that as INRIX speed value
increases, two attributes decrease: 1) the interquartile range (variation), and 2) median of speed
bias. Smaller interquartile ranges with higher INRIX speeds, indicated there is less variation in
speed bias when INRIX speed is greater than 45 mph.
To determine the effect of INRIX speed in the speed bias level, a one way analysis of
variance (ANOVA) was performed on five predefined groups of INRIX speed. Based on the
ANOVA, the differences of the mean INRIX speed bias among all groups of INRIX speed were
statistically significant F(4,1948120) = 12323,

< .0001. Tukey’s post-hoc test showed that

all five groups had statistically significant differences in the mean speed bias. Figure 5 (b) shows
the location of all segment-sensor pairs and their corresponding speed biases for each speed
group. Range of speed bias is from -20 (green color) to +20 (red color). Yellow and orange
colors represent low magnitude of speed bias. It reaffirms the fact that speed bias decreases for
most of the sensor-segment pairs as INRIX speed values increase. It should be noted that
negative speed bias means that INRIX speed value is more than Wavetronix sensor speed value.
In terms of INRIX speed quality, Haghani et al., (2009) mentioned that INRIX
overestimates speeds below 45 mph and for speeds over 60 mph, it underestimates the actual
speed. Our observation in Figure 5 does not comply with their finding. Among the 163 segments
and sensors which were used in this paper, although there were cases where the general
understanding of speed underestimation and overestimation were observed, in many cases it was
contradicted (i.e., INRIX overestimated for speeds greater than 60 mph and underestimated for
less than 45 mph. Moreover, in cases the INRIX speed was almost equal to the actual speed).
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The authors are further investigating the contributing factors, such as segment location, segment
length, time of day, etc., to this inconsistent behavior. Furthermore, it should be noted that as
mentioned in the literature, the quality of INRIX data has been improved over time which could
be a contributor to this different observation. However, this topic is beyond the scope of this
article and will be presented in separate forthcoming work.
As observed in Figure 5, five ranges of speed were chosen. According to Highway
Capacity Manual version 6 (Transportation Research Board, 2016), 45 mph is considered as the
breakdown speed. However, to delve deeper into the characteristics of lower speeds and their
variations, the DOT has conventionally studied speeds less and greater than 25 mph to calculate
congested hour. Thus, to align with these efforts and make the findings comparable, we
determined the bins as presented.
Based on the exploratory analysis, the magnitude and variation of speed bias for INRIX
speeds below 45 mph was found to be greater than others. This is while speed bias for INRIX
speeds greater than 45 mph, had less variation within an acceptable range (mostly less than 3
mph). Therefore, a statistical model was run on 6331 observations to further dissect the
influential factors in speed bias, within less than 45 mph INRIX speed. A linear regression model
was performed to ascertain the effects of speed value, time of day, truck-AADT, number of
lanes, type of TMC segment, and segment length on the magnitude of INRIX speed bias. The
model was statistically significant F(28,6331) = 95.34,

< .0001 and explained 39.35%

(Adjusted R2) of the variability in speed bias. Of the twenty predictor variables, the statistically
significant ones were noted with details in the Table 4.
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(a)

(b
)
Figure 2.5 (a) Boxplots of speed bias for 5 different ranges of INRIX speed. (b) Location of all
segment-sensor pairs and their corresponding speed biases for each group. Range of speed bias is
from -20 (green color) to +20 (red color). Yellow and orange colors represent low magnitude of
speed bias. It illustrates the fact that speed bias decreases for most of sensor-segment pairs by
increase of INRIX speed value. It should be noted that negative speed bias means that INRIX
speed value is more than Wavetronix sensor speed value.
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Table 2.4 Significant influencers in INRIX speed bias
F(28,6331) = 95.34,
Variable

< .0001, Adjusted R2 = 39.35%, sample size= 6360
Estimate

P-Value

Interpretation

-0.337

(INRIX speed =< 45 mph) As
<.001*** INRIX speed increases, speed
bias decreases (Figure 5 (a)).

(morning peak
hour)

-16.31

<.001***

09:00-16:00

-8.47

Speed value
06:00-09:00

Time of
the day

16:00-19:00

In morning and afternoon peak
hours speed bias decreases
0.005***
significantly compared to offpeak hours (09:00-16:00).

-14.28

<.001***

Truck-AADT

0.002

<.001***

Increased number of trucks
yields a decrease in speed bias.

Segment length (mile)

0.393

<.001***

Longer segments have higher
speed bias.

Number of lanes

-1.119

<.001***

Higher number of lanes yields
lower speed bias.

Type of segment

1.240

<.001***

Internal TMC segments have
higher speed bias.

(afternoon peak
hour)

The model indicated an inverse relationship between INRIX speed and speed bias (Less
speed bias in higher speeds), confirming the observation in Figure 5 (a). Moreover, certain
timespans of the day, had a significant impact on determining the speed bias. In general, day
hours (6 a.m. -7 p.m.) have lower mean speed biases than the rest of the night. More specifically,
during morning and afternoon peak traffic hours, speed bias is less than off-peak hours.
To examine the impact of traffic volume on speed bias, AADT was considered. Since
INRIX mostly provides traffic data via trucks in the state of Iowa, between AADT and truck-
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AADT, the truck-AADT was observed to have contributed more significantly to the model. Road
segments with higher truck-AADT, have less speed bias. This implies, higher device penetration
(number of probes) leads to more accurate traffic information (speed) from INRIX. This
observation about the impact of volume on INRIX speed bias, reinforces our interpretation of the
less speed bias in the crowded hours of the day. Moreover, the above model shows that road
segments with higher number of lanes, lead to more capacity (volume) on the road, which again
leads to lower of speed bias.
On the other hand, the model indicated that longer segments have higher speed bias. As
mentioned before, INRIX calculates speed by averaging it over the length (space mean speed).
As the length of the segment increases, the difference of space mean speed (INRIX speed) and
time mean speed (sensor speed) increases.
Finally, considering the two types of TMC segments (internal and external), there was a
significant impact in speed bias. The implication is that internal segments have higher speed bias
than the external ones. The reason is completely explained in the next section.
3. Congestion Detection
Improving traffic safety and operations have long been areas of motivation among
researchers and traffic engineers. Traffic incidents, particularly traffic crashes, are of great
interest due to the huge delay and costs that traffic injuries and fatalities impose on society.
According to the United States Department of Transportation, traffic incidents are the main cause
for more than half of traffic congestions that occur along US highways (Peniati, 2004).
Generally, there are two types of congestion, recurring and nonrecurring. Recurring congestion is
regarded as the congestion caused by the routine traffic in a normal environment which is
somehow expected, whereas nonrecurring congestion is unexpected and is most likely caused by
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an incident. Nonrecurring congestion may emerge as a result of a variety of factors like lane
blocking crashes or disabled vehicles, work zone lane closures, adverse weather conditions, etc.
These incidents may also have other consequences, such as secondary crashes and delays in
emergency medical services, which can cause further complications and impose additional costs.
Consequently, monitoring the transportation network and being able to detect and report
anomalies in real time are of great importance in the realm of traffic management. This section
of the paper evaluated the influence of type of congestion (recurring vs. non-recurring), type of
TMC segment, and segment length on the performance of probe-sourced data in detecting
congestion. For this purpose, Wavetronix sensors are considered as the benchmark.
Modified Congestion Detection Algorithm
After data pre-processing, an adaptive incident detection algorithm adopted by
(Pranamesh Chakraborty, Hess, Sharma, & Knickerbocker, 2017) was modified to detect and
classify congestion onset throughout the network for the study period. The algorithm calculates
median and inter-quartile range for each time of day (15 min period) and day of week from two
month history. A dynamic threshold value is set for each 15 min period for each weekday at
median speed minus twice the inter-quartile range. Recurring congestion incidents were
identified when speed dropped below 45 mph but it remained above the threshold calculated for
that location. Most of the recurring congestions were also verified by CCTV cameras.
Nonrecurring congestions were identified based on three criteria: (a) speed data of INRIX
segment or the mean of 1-minute aggregated speed data of Wavetronix sensor for that location
must drop below 45 mph, (b) it also drops below dynamic threshold calculated based on 2
months of historical data for that specific location for a significant period of time (15 minutes
and more), and (c) a matching incident must be reported by Iowa Advanced Traffic Management
System (ATMS). The Iowa ATMS records all incidents, hazards, and congestion detected by
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various sensors and cameras or the reports by the highway helpers or police. The incidents in this
dataset are validated by the ATMS operators, thus serve as a reference for evaluating other
sources of data. However, not all incidents, particularly congestion, are recorded in this dataset.
The detection algorithm for recurring and non-recurring congestion is illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 2.6 Visualization of the recurring and non-recurring congestion detection process with
the modified dynamic threshold algorithm.
When studying the congestion detection performance and exploring recorded INRIX
speeds, it was observed that some segments have low speeds virtually all of the times. The
congestion events detected on these segments, however, were mainly false alarms. This
negatively impacted the congestion detection performance. Moreover, in the regression speed
bias model, TMC segment type turned out to have a significant impact on the value of speed
bias. Thus, the characteristics of road segments (e.g., segment type, segment length, etc.) were
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thoroughly investigated to further understand their potential impact on congestion detection
applications.
Segment Length
For different purposes, length of the road segments for which probe-sourced data are
available vary significantly. INRIX uses either TMC segments or XD segments as their basis for
defining road sections on which to report traffic data. XD segments with 1.5 miles as a maximum
length are more constant than TMC segments which can vary remarkably to even more than 15
miles in the state of Iowa. There are two types of TMC codes in INRIX; internal and external.
Traffic data, such as speed and travel time, are provided for both internal and external TMC
codes. An external INRIX TMC code is the road segment between interchanges, typically from
the last merge ramp of the upstream interchange to the first exit ramp of the downstream
interchange, while an internal TMC code presents the road segment within an interchange,
typically from the first exit ramp to the last entrance ramp (S. E. Young, Juster, & Kaushik,
2015). Hence, external TMC segments tend to be longer than internal TMC segments, which are
usually less than 0.4 miles. Figure 7 (a) shows samples of external and internal INRIX TMC
segments in this study. Figure 7 (b) provides one day’s speed heat map for I-35, I-80 and I-235
near Des-Moines area in November 2016 as an example. Time of day is shown on the vertical
axis and several sample TMC segments on the horizontal axis. Each cell represents the reported
INRIX speed for that specific time and segment of the road. The cells are color coded based on
the recorded speed values. Distinct recurring congestion events are observed during the morning
and evening peak hours. There are few vertical light blue lines around segments 10 to 15, which
represent speeds less than 45 mph for all minutes of the day. Those lines correspond to internal
TMC segments.
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Basically, internal TMC segments, due to their locations, commonly show low speeds
throughout the day. In these segments cars are either accelerating to enter or decelerating to exit
the freeways, thus the reported speed is mostly below 45 mph. This explains the reason why
speed bias on internal segments is usually higher than external ones as shown in Table 4.

Figure 2.7 a) INRIX TMC code segmentation, b) Space-time speed contour map.

Moreover, segment type affects precision of the congestion detection algorithm. Thus,
two scenarios were considered for further analysis; I) using all TMC segments in the study area,
and II) removing internal TMC segments and segments with less than 0.4-mile length, to
compare the congestion detection performance.
Table 5 shows the reliability of INRIX in detecting congestion events for the two
predefined scenarios. True positive (TP) represents a similar event which is detected by both
Wavetronix sensor and INRIX segment; false negative (FN) means an event detected in sensor
data sets cannot be found in probe data set; and false positive (FP) denotes an event which is
detected in probe data set and cannot be found in sensor data set. Finally, the values in the last
column show the precision of congestion detection by INRIX, calculated using Equation 3.
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The results are summarized in Table 5. As observed, by removing internal TMC codes
and segments with length less than 0.4 miles and their corresponding sensors (scenario II), FP
which shows false alarms associated with INRIX data were significantly decreased for both nonrecurring and recurring congestion events. Simultaneously, the overall precision of the
congestion detection algorithm was improved by excluding these segments. Thus, for congestion
detection applications using TMC segments, it is recommended to exclude internal and less than
0.4 mile segments. Finally, it is evident from numbers that precision of congestion detection by
probe-source streaming data (INRIX) is higher for recurring rather than non-recurring.

Table 2.5 Reliability of probe data in detecting congestion events.

Test

Congestion Detection
(%)

Precision (%)

Congestion Type
Scenari
o

Non-recurring

Recurring

I

II

TP

35.0

32.0

FN

17.0

16.0

FP

33.3

20.2

TP

63.0

62.0

FN

5.0

5.0

FP

14.2

10.7

I

II

51.2

61.3

81.6

85.3
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Conclusion and Recommendation
This research evaluated probe-sourced streaming data from INRIX, to study its
characteristics as a data source for the ATMS. For this purpose, Wavetronix, a commonly used
infrastructure sensor data source, was selected as benchmarked. Accuracy and reliability of
INRIX was evaluated by 3 different measures; coverage, speed bias, and congestion detection.
In terms of coverage, INRIX covered almost all road networks in Iowa, however, it
mostly provides real-time data on the interstates. It was also shown that INRIX virtually always
provides real-time data throughout the day on the interstates. However, it is more reliable from 6
am to 6 pm on non-interstates. Moreover, the real-time availability of INRIX speed was
compared for four consecutive years (2013-2016) and the results indicated a significant
improvement in 2016.
INRIX speed bias analysis, found meaningful interpretations of influential factors in
INRIX speed bias. These findings further our understanding of this probe-sourced data. In
particular, INRIX speed value, time of day, truck-AADT, number of lanes, type of TMC
segment, and segment length had significant effects on the magnitude of speed bias. It should be
mentioned that use of XD data and higher market penetration rates can potentially reduce the
bias.
For the congestion detection analysis, three factors of type of congestion, type of TMC
segment, and segment length were thoroughly examined. It was concluded that probe segments
with less than 0.4 miles length were observed to have the highest false calls with regards to
congestion. The majority of such segments are located on interchanges where speeds are
typically lower. Also, it is determined that precision of INRIX in detecting recurring congestion
is more than non-recurring one.
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Finally, a major limitation of the analysis carried out in this study was using sensor data
as the benchmarked dataset. We acknowledge that sensor data would have its inherent errors and
thus not really the ground truth. Yet, there is an inevitable error within the benchmarked sensor
data that was unavoidable. However, we believe that this error does not meaningfully impact our
findings.
The following recommendations are offered by the authors for transportation agencies
and state DOTs considering the augmentation of traditional traffic data with probe-based services
for wider coverage under restricted budgets:
• In terms of geographic coverage, INRIX was found reliable for throughout the day on the
interstates. Moreover, this study showed that INRIX is more reliable during the day than
at night, especially during peak hours. INRIX also has shown improvement in real-time
data coverage over the years.
•

Travel time estimation and incident detection applications should be completely based on
real-time data. Substitutions with historical data are not accurate and therefore not
advised. In areas with limited probe penetration, an agency could augment probe data
with infrastructure-mounted sensors.

•

The length of segments for which probe data are available varies greatly, from 0.2 miles
to more than 15 miles. Agencies must examine whether the space granularity of probe
data is sufficient for the intended application. For incident detection applications, high
space granularity may lead to false alarms. Segments with shorter lengths (less than 0.4
miles) are recommended to be excluded.

• There will always be a bias between traffic speed data from probe sources and
benchmarked sensors. Speed bias directly affects incident detection, travel time
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estimation, calculating performance measures (such as congested hour, BTI, etc.), and
other traffic-related measures. It is important to understand the factors that influence
these biases and how to correct for them.
In the next chapter, we evaluate the reliability of probe-sourced data (INRIX) using two
performance measures; congested hour and the number of congested events. The study also
introduces change point detection algorithm as a new robust method for detecting recurring and
non-recurring traffic congestion and reductions in speed.
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CHAPTER 3. IMPROVING PROBE BASED CONGESTION PERFORMANCE
METRICS ACCURACY BY USING CHANGE POINT DETECTION
Modified from a paper which is under review by the Journal of Intelligent Transportation
Systems

Vesal Ahsani, Anuj Sharma, Chinmay Hegde, Skylar Knickerbocker, and Neal Hawkins

Abstract
Probe based speed data provide great value to agencies especially in areas which are not
feasibly covered by traffic sensors. However, as with sensors, probe data are not without nuance
and issues like latency prevent alignment between calculated metrics by data source. Both
agencies and the public are sensitive to reported performance and have little appreciation for
sudden shifts in magnitude just because a new data source is available. This paper examines the
sources of error when using a fixed speed threshold to calculate two common performance
metrics (the number of congested events and congested hours) using probe versus sensor data.
The analysis shows that both latency, and use of a fixed speed threshold methodology, contribute
to divergent performance values when using probe (INRIX) versus sensor (Wavetronix) data.
To address these differences, the analysis established sensor data as a base and used a
change point detection methodology to calculate performance values from probe data. The
change point detection algorithm was shown to improve the identification of both congested
events as well as calculating congested hours versus using a fixed threshold methodology. The
evaluation was expanded from a limited number of sensor-segment pairs on one specific route to
five different routes with 64 sensor-segment pairs across the state of Iowa using data from the
year 2017.
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Change point detection appears to address errors observed when calculating traffic
performance measures on probe data versus using a fixed speed congestion threshold. Agencies
should consider this method prior to calculating and reporting performance metrics to the public.

Keywords – probe data, sensor data, congestion detection, number of congested events,
congested hour, fixed speed threshold, change point detection.

Introduction
Monitoring the performance of the transportation system is fundamental to any
transportation operations and planning strategy. Traditionally, monitoring performance of
transportation systems was based on average travel time. However, it should be noted that travel
time is not adequately capable to represent the quality and level of service that daily commuters
experience and it may also inaccurately estimate the actual level of congestion by not accounting
for unexpected congestion.
Traffic congestion directly translates into transportation costs and plays a key role in
assessing the transportation system performance and impacting planning decisions. When a road
reaches its capacity, every extra vehicles creates overload which in turn delays other vehicles.
Increased travel time, accidents, unpredictability of arrival times, increased fuel consumption and
increased pollution emissions, are some of the impacts of congestion. Generally, two types of
congestion are defined: recurring and non-recurring. Recurring congestion is occurred by usual
traffic in a normal environment and is repetitive in nature and observed during peak periods,
whereas non-recurring one is unexpected and is often occurred by weather, work zones, and
incidents.
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Map-21, the Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act (P.L. 112-141), asks
state departments of transportation (DOTs) and agencies to monitor and report mobility
performance measures. There are several performance measures which require traffic count
information that is limited by point sensors such as volume, capacity, delay, etc. However, the
recent availability of wide spread data through vehicle probes has agencies leaning towards
probe based performance measures. The US federal government in 2013 developed National
Performance Management Research Data Set (NPMRDS) which was a nation-wide dataset of
average travel times and was fully available for States and Metropolitan Planning Organizations
(MPOs) to utilize for their transportation activities. NPMRDS is a vehicle probe-sourced travel
time dataset having data records collected from various sources. The database contains billions
of records that fully cover the whole National Highway System (NHS) which includes all US
interstates and highways. The hope is that all project decisions might be improved through use of
probe-based data as opposed to only relying on infrastructure mounted sensors.
The Regional Integrated Transportation Information System (RITIS), provides use of
NPMRDS data including travel time per mile (reliability), delay, duration of congestion, number
of congested events, congested hour, congested mile, congestion intensity, speed drop, etc. So
further reliance on this emerging source of data requires assurance that the data represent what is
actually being experienced on the roadway. The goal of this paper is to compare the precision of
performance measure methodologies between probe and sensor based sources.
The number of congested events is a performance measure which explains how reliable
probe-sourced data is in detecting congestion (recurring and non-recurring). This performance
measure actually is the number of congested events reflected within the probe data. On the other
hand, the congested hours of a segment reflect the summation of hours vehicle speeds are below
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a defined speed threshold. A state-wide analysis reveals both the location and magnitude of
congestion with the information aggregated by year, month, day of week (DOW), and time of
day (TOD). Congested hour calculations require comparing each minute of measured speed data,
for all state-wide segments, to the congestion threshold. If the probe source speed data are both
“real time”, as opposed to historical, and below the fixed congestion threshold, that 1 minute of
time is considered as “congested”. Summation of these congested minutes (reported in units of
hours) is defined as the total number of congested hours.
A literature review shows that congested hour and number of congested events are two
essential performance metrics which allow transportation planners and policy makers to more
effectively allocate resources to address and improve network performance (National Academies
of Sciences, Engineering, 2008). Regarding costs of congestion, some organizations and
agencies only consider costs of recurring congestion, while others include non-recurring costs in
addition to recurring.
Recurring congestion is very common in U.S. with travellers expecting and planning for
some delay, particularly during peak hours. Many commuters modify their schedules or assign
additional time to allow for these typical traffic delays. In contrast, non-recurring, unexpected
delays, can have severe impacts on motorist’s safety and mobility. Motorists want to be
confident that a trip that takes 30 minutes today will also take 30 minutes tomorrow and so travel
time reliability calculates the extent of this unexpected delay. Reliability is formally defined as
the consistency or dependability in travel times, as measured from day to day or across different
time periods of the day.
Delay is also important to many users of transportation systems, from passenger vehicle
and truck drivers, transit riders, freight shippers, pedestrians, etc. Reliability is valuable for
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personal and business travellers as it allows them to use their time better. Additinally, it is a
priceless service that can be afforded on privately-financed or privately-operated routes. That’s
why transportation planners should consider delay, congested hour, number of congested events,
and travel time reliability as essential performance measures since they are so vital for
transportation system users.
Transportation agencies and regional planning organizations increasingly utilize travel
time performance as reliability and variability measure (Nam, Park, & Khamkongkhun, 2005). In
2003, Bell and Lida defined travel time reliability as the probability of on-time arrival (Bell &
Iida, 2003). In addition, Lomax et al. in the same year introduced travel time reliability as a
variability of travel time that commuters experience and as a consistency of a specific mode
during a certain period of time (T Lomax, Schrank, Turner, & Margiotta, 2003). Additionally,
Lomax recommended a focus on duration, extent, and intensity of a congestion and reliability
measures in addition to travel time alone in order to assess transportation system performance.
Adapting different methods to measure traffic congestion intensity helps to rank and prioritize
congested segments, and in providing a more comprehensive spatial and temporal understanding
of congestion duration, extent and severity.
In this study, we attempt to evaluate the reliability of probe-sourced data (INRIX) using
two performance measures; congested hour and the number of congested events. The study will
introduce a new robust method for detecting recurring and non-recurring traffic congestion and
reductions in speed. Finally, two other important performance measures, delay and travel time
reliability, will be discussed as a preface to a follow-up study.
Wide area probe data
State Departments of Transportation (DOT) and many transportation agencies use
infrastructure sensors to collect comparatively accurate real-time traffic-related information such
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as occupancy, traffic speed for each lane, and vehicle class. The cost to deploy and maintain
these infrastructure based sensors can be high. The other major limitation for fixed sensors is
their geographical scalability; many units must be installed on the roadsides to adequately
determine and measure the traffic situation in any particular area (Young, 2008). Access to
power and communications leans towards major freeways, interstates and critical urban areas
rather than an even distribution a state. Lack of sufficient coverage on highways and arterials
generate the desire for DOTs to consider augmenting existing traffic data collection with probebased services for wider coverage under limited budgets.
Advancements in telecommunication and wireless technologies have facilitated new
ways to collect traffic data on, process the information, and analyse the data. Probe-based
technologies can be used to collect traffic-related information from millions of mobile devices,
GPS-enabled vehicles and other sources. Probe-based methods of measuring travel time and
speed data can easily be scaled across large networks without need for deploying additional
infrastructure (Young, 2007). This can allow state agencies to cost-effectively use a single
uniform source of data for monitoring traffic across most roadways (FHWA, 2013). INRIX,
HERE, and TomTom are some of the established third-party providers of such probes.
Various studies have been carried out to compare the reliability and accuracy of probe
data with sensor data from radar sensors, loop detectors, etc. (Adu-Gyamfi, Sharma,
Knickerbocker, Hawkins, & Jackson, 2017; Coifman, 2002; FDOT, 2012; Feng, Bigazzi,
Kothuri, & Bertini, 2010; Haghani, Hamedi, & Sadabadi, 2009; Kim & Coifman, 2014;
Lindveld, Thijs, Bovy, & der Zijpp, 2000). Many of these studies evaluated probe performance
using travel-time reliability measures such as the 90th or 95th percentile of travel time, standard
deviation, percentage of variation, buffer-time index (BTI), planning-time index (PTI), travel-
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time index (TTI), frequency of congestion, failure rate (with respect to average), on-time arrival,
misery index, congestion detection latency, count of congestion, congestion duration, reliability
curve, hourly traffic volume, congested hours, etc. (Aliari & Haghani, 2012; Araghi,
Hammershøj Olesen, Krishnan, Tørholm Christensen, & Lahrmann, 2015; Belzowski, Bruce M.,
Ekstrom, 2014; Cookson & Pishue, 2016; Day et al., 2015; FHWA, 2017; Gong & Fan, 2017;
Tim Lomax, Schrank, Turner, & Margiotta, 2003; Mcleod, Morgan, & Mcleod, 2012; MoDOT,
2017; Peniati, 2004; Pu, 2012; Remias et al., 2013; Schrank., Eisele., Lomax., & Bak., 2015;
Schrank, Eisele, & Lomax, 2012; Sekuła, Marković, Laan, & Sadabadi, 2017; Subrat Mahapatra,
Matthew Wolniak & Sadabadi, 2015; Turner, 2013; Venkatanarayana, 2017; WSDOT, 2013,
2014; Zheng, Li, van Zuylen, Liu, & Yang, 2018).
Fixed threshold
A Traffic congestion has become one of the most expensive problems in the world,
especially in large cities and metropolitan areas. Effectively addressing congestion requires the
ability to use real-time traffic data towards improved timely decision making. Traffic flow
parameter based detection methods have been widely accepted since they can be implemented
automatically and are not affected by weather conditions. Many congestion detection methods
based on traffic flow parameters have been studied. Dudek, Messer and Nuckles developed the
California method in 1974, which has been widely accepted and applied in traffic congestion and
incident detection. The California algorithm is mostly used as a basis of comparison between
congestion and incident detection methods (Dudek, Messer, Record, & 1974, n.d.). McMaster’s
incident detection method was developed by Persaud in 1990. Many other methods were also
developed in the following years and all are convenient to be used in practice. The difficult task
is to define the threshold values of these methods which are often subjective according to
experience (Persaud, Hall, Record, & 1990, n.d.).
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When these same subjective threshold values are used in performance measures, such as
the number of congested events and congested hours, this can lead to erroneous decisions. The
number of congested events is a performance measure which explains how reliable probe data
are in detecting congestion (recurring and non-recurring) compared to a benchmark dataset
(sensors). Average number of hours when the vehicle speeds are less than 90 percent of free-flow
speed (FFS) is considered as congested hour. For instance, when the FFS is 60 mph, congested
hour is computed as the average number of hours when vehicle speeds are less than 54 mph. This
performance measure is typically computed only for weekdays from 6 am to 10 pm.
Calculating delays from travel time or speed data requires threshold speeds (also referred
as the reference speed). The literature includes several methods mostly focused on freeways for
determining threshold speeds. Remias, et al., (2013) measured freeway congestion at 45 mph.
Eisele, et al., (2014) recommended 85th percentile of speed during off-peak hours for estimating
FFS. The Texas A&M Transportation Institute, in its 2013 freeway performance measurement
report for VDOT (unpublished data) defined FFS as the INRIX reference speed. The Missouri
Department of Transportation (MoDOT) Tracker (MoDOT, 2013) indicated that conformance
with the posted speed limit (PSL) is the desired outcome for travel conditions. Short, et al.,
(2009) utilized 55 mph as the free flow speed to measure freight congestion and consequent
bottlenecks. Gordon Proctor & Associates, et al., (2011) measured freight congestion at 50 mph.
The AASHTO SCOPM report (AASHTO, 2012) described several methods for determining
thresholds; a speed of 35 mph was used in California to identify serious congestion problems,
while rural areas might use either speed limits or free flow speeds. Factors, such as corridor
characteristics, local conditions, population growth, rural and urban differentiation, etc., were
also listed to utilize in setting location-wise specific threshold speeds. Accordingly, it is common
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to use a threshold for calculating delay, however it will be shown further in this paper that this
traditional fixed-threshold does not work for wide area probe data properly.
Data
The sources of data utilized in this work are explained in this section.
Probe-sourced Data
With the help of today’s technologies, e.g., connected vehicles and smartphones, probe
data can leverage both historic and real-time data to report on transportation network operations.
This study used both historical and real-time traffic data collected through the INRIX TMC
monitoring platform. For each of TMC segment, speed, average length of segments, and
corresponding date and time of traverse, are provided each minute.
Infrastructure-mounted sensors
The benchmark data utilized in this study were provided by Wavetronix sensors which
uses radar technologies for collecting traffic-related data. Although admittedly sensors might
have some inherent errors, Wavetronix Smart Sensors have been commonly used for comparison
purposes in various studies (P Chakraborty, Adu-Gyamfi, Poddar, & Ahsani, 2018; X. Lu et al.,
2014; Poddar, Ozcan, Chakraborty, & Ahsani, 2018; Sharifi, Elham & Hamedi, Masoud &
Haghani, Ali & Sadrsadat, 2011). Each Wavetronix sensor unit consists of a side-fire radar and
hard wired power for real-time processing of traffic data such as speed, volume, etc. Wavetronix
sensors provide high resolution traffic data every 20 seconds.
In this paper, speed is the only traffic parameter which is utilized from Wavetronix
sensors and INRIX segments. Table 1 below indicates the statistics of the probe and sensor data
that were utilized in this paper. Also, Figure 1 below shows speed distribution for INRIX and
Wavetronix over 5 routes across Iowa in 2017.
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Table 3.1 Descriptive statistics of probe and sensor data used in this study
Parameters

Min

Max

Mean

Standard deviation

INRIX speed

2 mph

92.6 mph

61.3 mph

5.8 mph

INRIX speed < 45 mph

2 mph

44.9 mph

30.7 mph

9.1 mph

INRIX segment length (mile)

0.1 mile

4.3 mile

1.6 mile

0.8 mile

Wavetronix speed

1 mph

98.2 mph

65.8 mph

9.2 mph

Wavetronix speed < 45 mph

1 mph

44.9 mph

25.1 mph

11.1 mph

Figure 3.1 Distribution of speed for INRIX and Wavetronix over 5 routes across Iowa in 2017.
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Figure 3.1. (Continued)
Data Stream and Pre-processing
In real-world scenarios, since most raw datasets are incomplete, highly susceptible to
noise, and inconsistent due to sensor failures, measurement technique errors, or data volume,
data pre-processing plays a key role in detecting and correcting corrupt and erroneous trafficrelated data. Since storing and analyzing huge amounts of INRIX and Wavetronix data needs
proper infrastructure and computational power to manage the large volume of data, a highperformance computing cluster should be utilized for data processing. A Hadoop Distributed File
System (HDFS) (“Apache Hadoop,” 2018) was utilized for data storage and map-reducing was
utilized for processing.
Analysis
In the following section, a very traditional and common method of congestion detection
is examined which utilizes a fixed-threshold speed and demonstrates how unreliable and
erroneous the process can be. After that, an improved traffic congestion identification method is
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proposed and the number of congested events and congested hours are computed as performance
measures.
In the preliminary stage, an analysis of a specific number of sensor-segment pairs in the
state of Iowa was conducted and the results compared for different scenarios. For this purpose,
ten sensor-segment pairs were chosen in the Des Moines metropolitan area. Performance
measures were calculated for the entire year of 2016. The data were limited to the period of 5 am
to 10 pm because the reliability of the Wavetronix sensors (benchmark data) is lower during the
low volume late night hours. Also, the minimum duration for congestion was set to be greater
than or equal to 15 minutes. Table 2 shows the reliability of probe data in detecting congested
events. The fixed threshold congestion detection method which utilized in this study is
thoroughly explained in our previous paper (Ahsani, Amin-Naseri, Knickerbocker, & Sharma,
2018). To have a brief explanation, the threshold speed in traditional congestion detection
method is computed by subtracting twice the interquantile range from median speed for each 15
minute period for each weekday from eight week history. All the speeds below this threshold and
45 mph are considered as non-recurring congestion while speeds above this threshold but below
45 mph are considered as recurring congestion.
The first performance measure computed for this analysis is the number of congested
events, as shown in Table 2. True positive (TP) represents a similar congested event which is
detected by both Wavetronix sensor and INRIX segment; false negative (FN) means a congested
event was detected by Wavetronix but not INRIX; false positive (FP) denotes a congested event
was detected by INRIX but not Wavetronix; and true negative (TN) represents a congested event
which is detected by neither Wavetronix nor INRIX. It should be noted that there is no value for
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TN in the table below since we do not know the true number of congested events (not detected
by either) which is why Wavetronix sensors are considered the benchmark for this analysis.
Table 2 shows that the number of congested events detected by both datasets were 343.
There were 202 events not detected by INRIX or 37% of events missed. FP are the other way
around an additional false alerts that an operator would spend time on that did not actually occur.
R and NR represents recurring and non-recurring congestion respectively.

Table 3.2 Reliability of probe data in detecting congestion events using fixed threshold method
INRIX
Detect congestion

No congestion detected

True Positive: 343

False Negative: 202

NonDetect congestion

Recurring

NonRecurring

Recurring
304

39

Recurring
190

12

WAVETRONIX
False Positive: 81

True Negative: --

Non-

No congestion
Recurring

Recurring

detected
70

NonRecurring
Recurring

11

Table 2 shows a large discrepancy in the number of congested events detected by both
the Wavetronix and INRIX. The measures do not imply there is a problem in the structure of the
congestion detection algorithm but instead represent errors in the congestion detection method.
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Thus, it is imperative to come up with a solution to this issue which will be discussed further in
this paper.
The second performance measure computed for this analysis is congested hours which is
calculated by using a fixed threshold speed of 45 mph. Figure 1 compares congested hours for
INRIX against Wavetronix sensors (benchmarked dataset) for two different routes in Iowa under
three different scenarios; daily, weekly, and monthly. As displayed in the figure, no pattern can
be recognized in the diagrams for either route 1 or route 2. In an ideal diagram, all points would
be plotted close to a 45 degree line which is not the case and suggests a less than ideal
agreement.

Route 1

Route 2
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Figure 3.2 Day-wise, week-wise, and month-wise congested hours for INRIX vs Wavetronix
computed using a fixed threshold method for Route 1 (upper) and Route 2 (lower) in Iowa.
Methodological Flaws
Figure 2 shows a sample daily speed profile at the same location for INRIX and
Wavetronix data. Point A shows a drop in speed which is detected by both INRIX (blue) and
Wavetronix (orange). The latency (delay) between INRIX and Wavetronix can also be seen at
point A with the INRIX data detecting the slowdown after the Wavetronix. A major problem
contributing to the discrepancy in the number of congested events is latency.

Figure 3.3 Speed time series of INRIX (blue) and Wavetronix (orange)
Point B shows a speed drop in both time series but they occurred above the 45 mph
threshold line. In other words, both datasets detect a considerable speed drop but are not
identified as “congested” since they are above the predefined threshold (45 mph). At point C,
part of the INRIX time series goes above the 45 mph threshold line indicating it was uncongested
for that period. Similarly, point D indicates a small drop (still greater than 15 minutes) labelled
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as congested for Wavetronix, but not for INRIX. These example contradictions compelled us to
consider the detection algorithm and identify alternatives to using a fixed speed threshold for
performance calculations.
According to the research conducted by Adu-Gyamfi et al., 2017, it is recommended to
consider 12 minutes as the maximum allowable latency (delay) time between sensor and segment
reported traffic speeds. In our analysis, we examined the distribution of both detection and
recovery latencies. Figure 3 shows that expanding the maximum allowable latency to 16 minutes
yields a much higher agreement between Wavetronix and INRIX datasets. Detection latency is
defined by subtracting Wavetronix detection time from INRIX detection time. For instance, if a
congestion is detected at 4:00 PM and 4:06 PM by Wavetronix and INRIX respectively, the
detection latency would be +6 minutes implying 6 minutes of delay in congestion detection using
INRIX. Same happens for recovery latency. It should be noted that negative latency means
INRIX is detected or recovered a congestion earlier than Wavetronix which occurs very rare.
Based on the methodological concerns shown, it was concluded that an alternative
method to capture big changes in speed profile (slope) should be considered and that this should
be free of any fixed threshold. To capture the maximum number of speed drops, a change point
detection algorithm was considered.
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Figure 3.4 Distribution of a) detection latency and b) recovery latency

Methodology
Change point detection algorithm
Time series analysis is used widely in fields such as medicine, aerospace, finance,
business, entertainment, and transportation. Time series data are sequences of temporal
measurements that describe the behaviour of systems. These behaviours can vary over time due
to external circumstances and/or internal systematic changes (Montanez, Amizadeh, AAAI, &
2015, n.d.). Change point detection (CPD) is a method of finding sudden changes in data when a
property of the time series changes (Kawahara, …, & 2012, n.d.). Change point detection is
similar in concept to segmentation, edge detection, event detection, and anomaly detection all of
which are commonly used in industry. Change point detection is also used to model and predict
events like medical condition, climate change, speech recognition, image analysis, and human
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activity and preferences. Generally, a change point detection algorithm has two parts which are
the search method and cost function. The search method solves the change point detection
problem with a known or unknown number of segments. The cost function measures the
goodness-of-fit for the sub-signal to a specific model. In this analysis, a bottom-up segmentation
method performed better than other search methods including dynamic programming, pruned
exact linear time (PELT), binary segmentation, and window-based change point detection. For
the cost function, a kernelized mean change outperformed other functions including least
absolute deviation, least squared deviation, gaussian process change, linear model change,
autoregressive model change, and Mahalanobis-type metric.
Bottom-up change point detection
A bottom-up change point detection is a sequential approach used to perform fast signal
segmentation. It is a generous procedure contrary to binary segmentation. It starts with many
change points and successively deletes the less significant ones. As the first step, the signal is
divided in numerous segments along a regular grid. Then adjacent segments are successively
merged according to their similarities. The benefits of a bottom-up segmentation includes low
complexity (of the order of O(nlogn), where n is the number of samples), the ability to extend
any single change point detection method to multiple change points, and finally the ability to
perform in any number of regimes whether already known or not.
Kernelized mean change
In this method, we assumed a positive semi-definite kernel k(⋅,⋅) ∶ Rd × Rd ↦ R and its

associated feature map Φ ∶ Rd ↦ H (where H is an appropriate Hilbert space), this cost function

is able to detect changes in the mean of the embedded signal {Φ(yt)}t (Arlot, Celisse,
arXiv:1202.3878, & 2012, n.d.; Arthur Gretton, Karsten Borgwardt, Malte Rasch, n.d.).
Formally, for a signal {yt}t on an interval I,
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∈6

||:(5 ) − ;̅ || =

(1)

where ;̅ is the empirical mean of the embedded segment {Φ(yt)}t ∈ I. Also, kernel is the
radial basis function (rbf):
k(x,y)=exp(−γ||x−y||2)

(2)

where ||⋅|| is the Euclidean norm and γ>0 is the so-called bandwidth parameter. It is
determined based on median heuristics. In other words, it is equal to the inverse of median of all
pairwise distances.

Figure 3.5 Change point detection method with bottom-up segmentation as search method and
kernelized mean change as cost function. Two speed drops are detected in red.

Based on this analysis, of the same number of segment-sensor pairs over the same period
of time, Table 3 indicates significant improvements in calculating the number of congested
events. Additionally, Figure 5 shows updated daily congested hour computations by the change
point detection method. As can be seen, it has significantly improved and is very close to the
ideal situation which is a 45 degree line.
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Table 3.3 Reliability of probe data in detecting congestion events using change point detection
method.
INRIX
Detect congestion

No congestion detected

True Positive: 794

False Negative: 19

Non-

Detect
Recurring

NonRecurring

Recurring

congestion
732

62

Recurring
17

2

WAVETRONIX
False Positive: 16

True Negative: --

No
Noncongestion

Recurring

NonRecurring

Recurring

Recurring

detected
15

1

Figure 3.6 Congested hour of INRIX vs Wavetronix computed by change point detection
method
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The change point detection algorithm delivered a higher accuracy and significantly
improved congestion detection compared to the traditional fixed threshold method. As it only
applied to a limited number of sensor-segment pairs on one specific route, it was decided to
develop and test this method on different routes with an increased number of locations.
Therefore, five different routes with 64 sensor-segment pairs were chosen in the state of Iowa
over the year 2017. Figure 6 shows the segments and sensors for all five routes across Iowa.
Moreover, Table 4 shows the number of segment-sensor pairs in each considered route.

Figure 3.7 Location of sensors and segments on 5 different routes in Iowa

Table 3.4 Number of sensors and segments on 5 different routes in Iowa
Route

Corridor

Number of segment-sensor pairs

1

I-29

8

2

I-29/80

12

3

I-380

16

4

I-235

15

5

I-35/80

13
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Table 5 demonstrates the high accuracy using the change point detection method in
calculating the number of congested events and speed drops using probe-sourced and sensorbased datasets.
Table 3.5 Reliability of probe data in detecting congestion events for 5 major routes using
change point detection method. R = Recurring congestion, NR = Non-recurring congestion
True Positive

False Negative

False Positive

(Total/R/NR)

(Total/R/NR)

(Total/R/NR)

I-29

274/226/48

3/1/2

5/3/2

I-29/80

151/114/37

4/1/3

2/2/0

I-380

96/30/66

0/0/0

1/1/0

I-235

782/559/223

5/3/2

13/11/2

I-35/80

515/395/120

3/1/2

18/7/11

Route

Regarding congested hour as a second performance measure, Figure 7 below shows the
significant improvement in calculation using the change point detection algorithm.

Figure 3.8 Congested hour of INRIX vs Wavetronix for 5 major routes computed by change
point detection method
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Figure 3.8. (Continued)
Conclusion and Recommendation
This research evaluated probe-sourced streaming data from INRIX, to study its
characteristics as a data source for calculating traffic performance measures. For this purpose,
Wavetronix, a commonly used infrastructure sensor data source, was selected as the benchmark.
The agreement between data sources was evaluated by two different measures; number of
congested events and congested hours.
For both performance measures, a traditional fixed-threshold congestion detection
method was initially used. The lack of efficiency and high number of errors in congestion
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detection by probe data and the lack of overlaps between probe congested hour data and
Wavetronix inspired the development of a robust solution for congestion detection.
Consequently, a change point detection method was utilized and its robustness and accuracy was
proven by applying the new method to five different routes in Iowa. Finally, a major limitation of
this analysis is the use of sensor data as the benchmarked dataset. We acknowledge that sensor
data have inherent errors and therefore are not fool proof, however, it is felt that this error is not
significant enough to impact the findings.
The following recommendations are offered for transportation agencies who are
augmenting traditional traffic data with probe-based services for wider coverage under restricted
budgets:
•

Probe based speed data provide great value to agencies especially in areas not covered by
sensors. However, as with sensors, probe data are not without error. Therefore, it is
critical that agencies understand these issues and continue to examine and consider
alternative methods to remove error prior to calculating and reporting performance
metrics to the public.

•

Change point detection appears to address errors observed when calculating traffic
performance measures using a fixed speed congestion threshold. Agencies should
consider this method when using probe data to calculate performance measures.
Future Work
The great potential of probe data encourages deeper exploration into the characteristics of

this data source, to build models that encourage traffic experts to trust probe-based reports
without need for cross-checking or further validation.
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The authors plan to compute other important performance measures including delay and
travel time per mile (reliability) and check their efficiency and accuracy using proposed change
point detection method against traditional method. Moreover, authors attempt to develop models
for potential use in automatically correcting latency measurements from probe data.
Delay
Congested hours have the ability to identify locations with slow speeds but do not
account for the volume of traffic exposed to congested conditions. For example, although speeds
are less than 45 mph, a roadway with twice the volume has a much greater impact on mobility. A
performance measure for delay, on the other hand, takes into account both traffic volume and the
length of the segment to represent an overall impact on performance. Delay is computed for each
segment by calculating the difference in the travel time observed and the free-flow travel time
when the observed speed is lower than 45 mph (congestion threshold). This delay, in travel time,
is then multiplied by the Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) for the segment along with the
monthly, hourly and weekday factors to produce delay in units of vehicle hours. Finally, a factor
for the appropriate roadway truck percentage is applied and multiplied by the cost of delay per
hour of person travel ($17.67) and per hour of truck time ($94.04). Figure 9 shows daily delay
for probes and sensors using a fixed threshold method.
The travel time delay is computed by finding out the difference in free flow travel time
and the actual travel time observed. To account for the delay resulting from congestion only,
delay is computed when observed real-time speed (confidence score = 30) is lower than the
congestion speed threshold of 45 mph.
To get the free-flow travel time of each segment, the reference speed provided by INRIX
is used. Similarly, free flow speed is calculated for Wavetronix in order to calculate free-flow
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travel time. Equation 1 shows the delay (> ? 5@A,B,C ) in terms of hours for segment (i), hour (h)
of the day (d) of month (m).
(> ? 5@A,B,C ) =

∑∀C@G[

E

? F
60

A,B,C
@,C@G

60

−

H Iℎ
]
K

(3)

where
H
E

I ℎ= length of the segment i in miles,

K

= reference speed in miles/hour and
? F

A,B,C
@,C@G

denotes the travel time in minutes.

Similar to congested hour calculations by fixed threshold, Figure 8 shows that daily delay
does not follow any meaningful pattern for any of the five routes examined in Iowa. For each
route, Wavetronix delay was always more than the INRIX delay. The possible reason for this
difference is the speed difference between infrastructure mounted sensors and probe data. As it is
proven in the previous research (Haghani, Hamedi, & Sadabadi, 2009), INRIX usually
overestimate the speed when the real speed is less than 45 mph. It means that INRIX speed is
almost always greater than Wavetronix (benchmark) speed for speeds less than 45 mph. This
overestimation leads to lower travel time in the numerator of equation 3 which results in lower
delay cost estimates for INRIX compared to Wavetronix. Further research is needed to examine
this differences and come up reliability measures for such delay estimation prior to using it as
project investment decision criteria.
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Figure 3.9 Daily delay of INRIX vs Wavetronix for 5 major routes computed by traditional fixed
threshold.
Travel time per mile (reliability)
Inverse of speed multiplying by 60 is considered as travel time per mile in minutes. It is
calculated as follows:
ttpm = 1/

∗ 60

(4)

ttpm = travel time per mile (min)
= speed (mph)

A reliability curve is defined as the CDF of travel time per mile for each segment or
sensor. Figure 9 shows travel time per mile reliability curves for most segments and their
corresponding sensors. In some subplots (for example, subplot 1), there is one segment reliability
curve but two or more Wavetronix curves. The reason is that there are multiple sensors within
that segment. Subplots annotated with stars account for the most deviated curves. Also, there is
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almost always a visible shift between segment and sensor CDFs which is called travel-time bias.
This bias comes from the speed difference which was explained in the delay section. It was
mentioned that INRIX overestimates speed while it is less than 45 mph. On the other hand, it
usually underestimates speed while it is greater than 45 mph. Thus, there is always a bias
between Wavetronix and INRIX speeds which leads to travel time bias. Accordingly, these are
areas of focus for further analysis.
To sum up, delay and travel time per mile were calculated for INRIX segments and
Wavetronix sensors. Based on the results, a speed bias was observed between the probe and
sensor datasets. Since travel time is calculated based on speed, it always leads to similar bias in
travel time calculations. Thus, there was a difference in delay calculation for probe data
compared to point detector (sensor) data.

Figure 3.10 Travel time per mile reliability curves of all sensor-segment pairs for 5 routes
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Figure 3.10. (Continued)
After evaluating the accuracy and reliability of INRIX probe data in two previous
chapters (chapters 2 and 3), the purpose of the next chapter is to assess the impacts of game day
on travel pattern and route choice behaviors using INRIX, the proven accurate and reliable data
source. It is shown that the impacts vary depending on the schedule and also the opponents.
Also, two novel methods, Multi-EigenSpot algorithm and dynamic Bayesian Networks) are
proposed for hotspot detection and prediction.
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CHAPTER 4. ASSESSING THE IMPACT OF GAME DAY SCHEDULE AND
OPPONENTS ON TRAVEL PATTERNS AND ROUTE CHOICE USING BIG DATA
ANALYTICS
A paper to be submitted to the Journal of Big Data Analytics in Transportation

Vesal Ahsani, Anuj Sharma, Soumik Sarkar, and Chinmay Hegde

Abstract
In recent years transportation system has become a crucial infrastructure for transferring
people and goods from point A to point B. However, its reliability can be decreased by major
events such as unanticipated congestion or planned special events. Sporting events collect
people to a specific venue on game days. This study attempts to deal with issues of road traffic
management during major sporting events using widely available INRIX data. This research is
intended to compare travel patterns and behaviors on game days against normal days. A
comprehensive analysis is conducted on all Nebraska Cornhuskers football games and their
impact on traffic congestion on 5 major routes in Nebraska over 5 years. In the next, we attempt
to identify hotspots, the unusually high-risk zones in a spatiotemporal space containing traffic
congestion almost on all game days. For hotspot detection, we utilize a method, called MultiEigenSpot which is able to detect multiple hotspots in a spatiotemporal space. With this
algorithm, we are able to detect traffic hotspot clusters on 5 chosen routes in Nebraska. After
detecting hotspots, it is crucial to identify what factors affect the size of hotspots and other
possible parameters. Start time of the game and opponents are two important factors affecting
number of people coming to Lincoln, Nebraska on the game days. At the end, Dynamic
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Bayesian Networks (DBN) approach is applied to forecast the start-time and location of hotspot
clusters in 2018 with the WMAPE of 13.8%.
Introduction
Background
Monitoring the performance of the transportation system is a fundamental element of
any transportation operation and planning strategy. Traditionally, the performance monitoring of
the transport system was based on average travel times. Travel time, however, cannot
adequately represent the quality of service that travelers experience every day and can also
estimate the actual level of congestion incorrectly by not taking into account unexpected
congestion.
Traffic congestion directly translates into transportation costs and plays a key role in
assessing the transportation system performance and impacting planning decisions. When a road
reaches its capacity, every extra vehicles creates overload which in turn delays other vehicles.
Increased travel time, accidents, unpredictability of arrival times, increased fuel consumption
and increased pollution emissions, are some of the impacts of congestion. Generally, two types
of congestion are defined: recurring and non-recurring. Recurring congestion is occurred by
usual traffic in a normal environment and is repetitive in nature and observed during peak
periods, whereas non-recurring one is unexpected and is often occurred by weather, work zones,
and incidents.
Recurring congestion is very common in U.S. with travellers expecting and planning for
some delay, particularly during peak hours. Many commuters modify their schedules or assign
additional time to allow for these typical traffic delays. In contrast, non-recurring, unexpected
delays, can have severe impacts on motorist’s safety and mobility. Motorists want to be
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confident that a trip that takes 30 minutes today will also take 30 minutes tomorrow and so
travel time reliability calculates the extent of this unexpected delay. Reliability is defined
formally as consistency or dependability in travel times, as measured from day to day or over
different times of the day.
Planned Special Events (PSE)
Irregular events with an anticipated large attendance (also known as Planned Special
Events, or PSE), such as festivals, concerts, football games, etc., play a key role for delays in
daily transportation. All various events have one common attribute which is imposing an
abnormal stress to the network leading to safety issues and capacity reduction.
The presence of a professional sports team in a city can have a significant impact on the
city's local economy. In previous research, the benefits of professional sport teams in the local
economy were mainly assessed; without any focuses on the problems created by sports teams,
and their games. The problems are divided to direct and indirect costs generated by teams.
Direct costs include facility construction, salary for players, managers, and officials, and costs
of public safety while all negative aspects of the games such as traffic, crowds, air and noise
pollution, crime, etc. are counted as indirect costs. In this paper, the authors pragmatically
analyze the relationship between attendance at NCAA Division I Football Bowl Subdivision
(FBS) games and traffic congestion in the U.S. metropolitan areas, an indirect cost generated by
the presence of a college football team.
The FBS is the NCAA Division I's most competitive subdivision, which consists of the
National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA)'s largest and most competitive schools. There
are 10 conferences and 130 schools in FBS, according to the 2017 college football season.
College football is very popular in the United States, and top schools generate tens of millions
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of dollars in annual revenue. Top FBS teams attract hundred thousands of people to stadiums,
and the largest American stadiums by capacity all host FBS teams. Football teams typically play
at least six home games per season.
The Nebraska Cornhuskers Football team is home to the Memorial Stadium in Lincoln.
It is commonly referred to on game days as Nebraska's "third - largest city." The stadium holds
the NCAA record of successive sellouts for each game since 1962 - a series of more than 300
games. With an extended capacity of more than 85,000, game days typically affect Lincoln's and
neighboring regions' travel patterns. Most of the existing research focuses on either financial
costs or crime associated with sporting events while this study attempts to analyze the link
between professional sporting events and traffic congestion, another overlooked cost of hosting
sporting events.
Hotspot Detection
Hotspot detection is used in many disciplines, as in crime analysis, for analyzing where
crimes occur with a certain frequency, in fire analysis for studying the phenomenon of forest
fires, and in disease analysis for studying the localization and the focuses of diseases. A realistic
scenario of the application of the hotspot detection is in traffic incident detection. Suppose that
we have several detectors across a city recording speeds of vehicle passing the detectors.
Considering speeds of vehicle on normal days over years as the baseline information and
vehicles' speeds on game days throughout different years as the cases dataset. The goal is to
detect those spatiotemporal regions that contain unexpected lower speeds which led to nonrecurring congestion. Additionally, this study aims to identify what factors affect the size of
hotspots, their location and other possible parameters.
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This paper is organized accordingly. A literature review is provided that summarizes
previous related studies. After that, the data used in this study are presented. It also contains all
selected routes and some preliminary analysis. After that, a complete traffic hotspot analysis is
conducted, novel hotspot detection method in proposed, and insight is given about the observed
results. Finally, dynamic Bayesian networks approach is utilized to forecast traffic congestion
and hotspots for 2018.
Literature Review
Traffic congestion is an important problem in many urban areas. Duranton and Turner
note that in 2001, the average American households spend more than 2.5 hours a day on a
passenger car. They also examine the effects of road construction and other factors on
congestion. Rappaport expands the standard single-city model to include traffic and traffic
congestion identification as an important factor in limiting local growth. Another research which
recently conducted concludes that commuting to and from work are among urban house-hold's
least enjoyable activities, It suggests that extra time in a car at the end of the day involves a lot
of psychological costs and time.
Irregular events with an anticipated large attendance (also known as Planned Special
Events, or PSE), such as festivals, concerts, football games, etc., play a key role for delays in
daily transportation. All various events have one common attribute which is imposing an
abnormal stress to the network leading to safety issues and capacity reduction. Major events can
be recognized by their spatio-temporal size compared to recurring congestion. But they are
hardly defined. What should be noted here is that when an event is considered to be major.
Mueller proposed a methodology containing four parameters for the definition of major events;
number of visitors, media coverage, costs and urban transformation. The Event Transport
Manual (Handbuch Eventverkehr) similarly categorizes events according to a substantial list of
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factors, including, but not limited to, the number of expected visitors, relative size, open or
closed access, location, weather, duration and financing. For example, the Rihanna’s concert in
South Africa in October 2013 forced people to drive more than five hours trying to reach the
stadium. Similarly, Robbie Williams' concert in London in 2003 created a 10-mile tailback on
the A1 highway towards the stadium. Traffic congestion which is created by special events has a
quite typical behavior, having two subsequent waves of congestion. The first is made by people
who go to the event, the second by people who leave the venue. It is interesting to know that the
second one may be even bigger that the first wave. Very few research has been conducted to
predict the congestion due to special events. At the same time, there is almost no way to predict
this kind of non-recurring traffic ahead of time. In this paper, we examine the effects of one
specific type of special events, football games, on traffic patterns and travel behaviors in city of
Lincoln in the state of Nebraska.
Professional sporting events draw great numbers of fans to stadiums which usually are
located in small areas in the core of large cities. Big parking lots and parking structures near to
the stadiums and sport facilities show that most of the fans drive to game venues. Also, football
games mostly take place on Fridays or Saturdays. Considering all these indicators, sporting
events can have a significant impact on traffic congestion. Most of the fans travel between their
home or place of work and the location where the game takes place in order to attend the game.
Consequently, many facilities and amenities are provided spatially and temporally on game
days. Humphreys and Zhou approved the statement that concentration of people near to the
venue that game takes place has impacts on the local economy. They developed a model
indicating increased fan activity in and around sporting events on game day. The model also
showed the increase in the values of nearby properties and increased housing market activities
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near the sport facilities. They also asserted that employees of the recreation and entertaining
industries in the cities hosting professional sports teams earn more compared to the cities
without professional sport teams. These results supported the idea of increased economic
activities in and near sports facilities.
The concentration of people around game venue on game day, along with increased
nearby population, clearly leads to traffic congestion. The previous research on professional
sports teams in North America asserts that stadiums and arenas attract fans and economic
activities to game venues on game days. It mentions that the number of businesses and residents
near sports facilities may be increased. All these factors are able to increase urban traffic
significantly. However, it should be noticed that this increase can only be observed around the
stadiums, arenas, and sport facilities, not all around a metropolitan area.
Generally, traffic congestion prediction in urban environments is an extremely complex
task. In general, two types of congestion are defined: recurring and non-recurring. Recurring
congestion is occurred by usual traffic in a normal environment and is repetitive in nature and
observed during peak periods, whereas non-recurring one is unexpected and is often occurred by
weather, work zones, and incidents. Simulations and theoretical modeling were utilized as early
approaches for traffic forecasting. Having massive traffic datasets these days has brought out
several different statistic and data driven approaches to the community. Linear regression,
nonlinear time series, Kalman filters, support vector regression and various neural network
models are numerous examples. The unpredictable effects of traffic congestion and their
prediction have been extensively studied topics within the research community. However, to the
best of our knowledge, there is only one work available focusing on the impacts of PSEs on
traffic congestion. The authors report a general theory of the impact of PSE on a road network
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defined by an event classification defined by the Chinese government council. They also
introduce management plans for different types of events, but there are no measurable solutions
to predict traffic.
Over the years, many researchers attempted to utilize mathematical prediction methods
in traffic prediction. In the field of traffic flow prediction research, traffic flow has always been
regarded as a two - dimensional stochastic process (temporal and spatial). Parametric models try
to find a mathematical model parameters that describe traffic flow as a time series process. In
1979, a first parameter approach was proposed to predict short - term freeway flow by an
autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model. Many studies have shown ARIMA
value, but these approaches suffer from a tendency to focus on average values of the time series,
so that they are not able to predict extremism. In order to predict the flow of traffic to the study
area, other parametric models such as the Kalman filtering model and local linear regression
were also suggested.
Since 1990, researchers were inclined to make use of nonparametric models, instead of
parametric models. In order to define the model structure and number of parameters, non parametric models rely on training data. Non-parametric models would be more promising
because of the non-linear nature of traffic flow. Many of the proposed methods only focus on
the traffic flow temporally, as a time series process. This paper continues to investigate
Bayesian Networks (BN) in the prediction of traffic flows with spatial and temporal
information. Consequently, Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBN) extend Bayesian networks to
model systems evolving over time. In other words, a DBN is a BN which relates variables to
each other over contiguous time stamps.
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Data
In today's complex global economy, transportation communications provide businesses
in every region that provides the best possible combination of work, land, taxes, and costs, while
competing around the world. All government DOTs use fixed-mounted sensors to collect traffic
information such as travel time, traffic speed, volume, etc. This traffic information can be
provided by the Nebraska Road Administration Board (NDOR) to identify routes that are most
used and determine whether to improve this road or if there is an excessive amount of traffic.
Probe data is a collection of relatively low - cost methods to obtain travel time and speed
information for road and other vehicles. NDOR has already purchased probe data through a
third-party INRIX vendor to collect traffic data and evaluate the performance of its operations.
INRIX maintains 4,125 traffic management centers to collect traffic information for highways
and urban areas. In this study, the data from INRIX available through the Nebraska DOT will be
used to conduct analysis on game days and normal days over the past several years and thereby
compare travel patterns and behaviors on game days against normal days.
Game days attract significant high volume of traffic and hence result in congestion and
higher travel time to the road users. This project helps to gain insights on the impact of game
day schedule and opponent on travel pattern and route choice. The insights gained from this
study helps to implement active traffic assignment thereby reducing congestion. Table 1 below
shows Nebraska Cornhuskers football schedule of all home games from 2013 to 2017.
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Table 4.1 Nebraska Cornhuskers schedule and results from 2013 to 2017.
DATE

DAY

OPPONENT

LOCATION

RESULT

STATUS

TIME

8/2/2013

Fri

Fan Day

Memorial
Stadium

8/31/2013

Sat

Wyoming

Memorial
Stadium

W, 37-34

7:00
PM

9/7/2013

Sat

Southern Miss

Memorial
Stadium

W, 56-13

5:00
PM

9/14/2013

Sat

UCLA

Memorial
Stadium

L, 41-21

11:00
AM

9/21/2013

Sat

South Dakota
State

Memorial
Stadium

W, 59-20

10/5/2013

Sat

Illinois

Memorial
Stadium

W, 39-19

11/2/2013

Sat

Northwestern

Memorial
Stadium

W, 27-24

11/16/2013

Sat

Michigan State

Memorial
Stadium

L, 41-28

11/29/2013

Fri

Iowa

Memorial
Stadium

L, 38-17

11:00
AM

8/30/2014

Sat

Florida Atlantic

Memorial
Stadium

W, 55-7

2:30
PM

9/6/2014

Sat

McNeese State

Memorial
Stadium

W, 31-24

11:00
AM

9/20/2014

Sat

Miami FL

Memorial
Stadium

W, 41-31

7:00
PM

9/27/2014

Sat

Illinois

Memorial
Stadium

W, 45-14

10/25/2014

Sat

Rutgers

Memorial
Stadium

W, 42-24

11:00
AM

11/1/2014

Sat

Purdue

Memorial
Stadium

W, 35-14

2:30
PM

11/22/2014

Sat

Minnesota

Memorial
Stadium

L, 28-24

11:00
AM

GAME DAYS
2013

11:00
AM

GAME DAYS
2014

Homecoming

8:00
PM
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Table 4.1. (Continued)

GAME DAYS
2015
4/11/2015

Sat

Red-White Spring
Game

Memorial
Stadium

Red 24,
White 15

11:00
AM

8/5/2015

Wed

Nebraska Football
Fan Day

Memorial
Stadium

9/5/2015

Sat

Brigham Young

Memorial
Stadium

L, 33-28

2:30
PM

9/12/2015

Sat

South Alabama

Memorial
Stadium

W, 48-9

7:00
PM

9/26/2015

Sat

Southern Miss

Memorial
Stadium

W, 36-28

10/10/2015

Sat

Wisconsin

Memorial
Stadium

L, 23-21

2:30
PM

10/24/2015

Sat

Northwestern

Memorial
Stadium

L, 30-28

11:00
AM

11/7/2015

Sat

Michigan State

Memorial
Stadium

W, 39-38

6:00
PM

11/27/2015

Fri

Iowa

Memorial
Stadium

L, 28-20

2:30
PM

8/3/2016

Wed

Fan Day

Memorial
Stadium

9/3/2016

Sat

Fresno State

Memorial
Stadium

W, 43-10

7:00
PM

9/10/2016

Sat

Wyoming

Memorial
Stadium

W, 52-17

11:00
AM

9/17/2016

Sat

Oregon

Memorial
Stadium

W, 35-32

2:30
PM

10/1/2016

Sat

Illinois

Memorial
Stadium

W, 31-16

10/22/2016

Sat

Purdue

Memorial
Stadium

W, 27-14

2:30
PM

11/12/2016

Sat

Minnesota

Memorial
Stadium

W, 24-17

6:30
PM

Presented by US
Cellular

Homecoming

11:00
AM

GAME DAYS
2016

Homecoming

2:30
PM
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Table 4.1. (Continued)

SAT

MARYLAND

MEMORIA
L STADIUM

W, 28-7

4/15/2017

Sat

Spring Game

Memorial
Stadium

Red 55,
White 7

9/2/2017

Sat

Arkansas State

Memorial
Stadium

W, 43-36

7:00
PM

9/16/2017

Sat

Northern Illinois

Memorial
Stadium

L, 21-17

11:00
AM

9/23/2017

Sat

Rutgers

Memorial
Stadium

W, 27-17

2:30
PM

10/7/2017

Sat

Wisconsin

Memorial
Stadium

L, 38-17

7:00
PM

10/14/2017

Sat

Ohio State

Memorial
Stadium

L, 56-14

6:30
PM

11/4/2017

Sat

Northwestern

Memorial
Stadium

L, 31-24

2:30
PM

11/24/2017

Fri

Iowa

Memorial
Stadium

W, 56-14

3:00
PM

11/19/2016

11:00
AM

GAME DAYS
2017

Methodology
Traffic Hotspot Analysis
Incident Detection
Researchers and engineers have long been motivated to improve traffic safety and
operations. Traffic accidents, especially traffic accidents and special events traffic, are of great
importance because of the delays and costs that cause casualties in the community. Traffic
delays can be pointed out to unauthorized things, including but not limited to traffic accidents
and adverse weather conditions. These incidents may also have other effects, such as secondary
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collapse and delays in emergency medical services, which may result in additional costs. As a
result, in the area of traffic management, monitoring of the transport network and the ability to
detect and report abnormalities in real time is very important.
Data stream and pre-processing
In real scenarios, incomplete raw traffic data are usually highly sensitive to noise and
unstable for many reasons, such as sensor failure, measurement errors, large size, etc.
Preprocessing data can be used to try to identify and correct corrupt traffic information.
However, it is impossible to store and analyze large amounts of INRIX data using traditional
methods because they require more than 500 GB of data processing, which in traditional devices
takes a great deal of time. A high - performance cluster is used to process data for this study.
Data was stored and processed using the Hadoop distribution file system. As a language, Latin
pig was used to map and reduce algorithms.
Hotspot detection
Hotspot detection is utilized in many disciplines, such as crime analysis, for identifying
where crimes occur with a certain frequency, in fire analysis for studying the phenomenon of
forest fires, and in disease analysis for examining the localization and the focuses of diseases.
Nowadays, there is great interest in spatiotemporal data analysis because of the availability of
huge amount of data. Among different analysis tasks that can be performed on spatiotemporal
data, hotspot analysis is found as an important tool in security informatics and bio-surveillance.
For instance in crime hotspot application, an outcome such as specific Shopping Mall between
hours 5 to 8 pm would be a spatiotemporal hotspot. Outcome like Shopping Mall or City Center
would be strict spatial hotspots and 5 to 8 pm and 9 to 11 am are samples of temporal hotspots.
Hotspot analysis goal consists of detecting spatiotemporal regions among data. As an example,
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in structural engineering, the vibration of structures can be assessed by the eigenvalue and
eigenvectors. In face recognition, the images of the human face are approximated by the specific
set of the largest eigenvectors. Moreover, in control engineering, the stability and response of
the system are evaluated by the eigenvalues of the linear system.
A realistic scenario of the application of the hotspot detection is in traffic incident
detection. Suppose that we have several detectors across a city recording speeds of vehicle
passing the detectors. Considering speeds of vehicle on normal days over years as the baseline
information and vehicles' speeds on game days throughout different years as the cases dataset.
The objective is to detect spatiotemporal regions with unexpected lower speeds leading to nonrecurring congestion. For instance, the output like segments S1, S2 and S3 during the years Y1,
Y2, and Y3 might be considered a spatiotemporal hotspot. The detection of these hotspots
enables officials to better understand their focus on key interventions and preventive measures.
Each cell in both matrices of baseline and case represents a count corresponding to a
specific region and time. In particular, for traffic incident detection, each cell in the baseline
matrix represents the speeds corresponding to a segment in a specific time period in normal
days. Each cell in the case matrix also represents the value of the speed reported in a particular
segment within a given time period, but on the day of the game. The purpose is to determine
those subgroups of the spatiotemporal space whose reported cases are abnormal. We are
interested in developing a method that has the following characteristics: 1) requires no input
parameters; and 2) weighs all possible hotspots on the basis of a standard metric such as
statistical significance (p - value). The alpha threshold is also easy to estimate (usually
alpha=0.15).
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EigenSpot, an Eigenspace-based algorithm, has recently been suggested to identify
space-time clusters without any limitation in the distribution and quality of data or cluster form.
However, the main limitation of this method is that it can only detect the focal point and can
detect multiple clusters. In detecting traffic accidents when a cluster (incident) is detected, there
is interest in recognizing whether there are additional clusters in high-risk areas in temporary
space.
In this study, the Multi-EigenSpot algorithm uses the EigenSpot algorithm to identify
multiple clusters in spatial temporal space. The proposed algorithm uses the spatiotemporal
matrix as basic information for expected congestion cases. Using the expected case matrix as the
basis information, we can replace the items with the expected cases in spatiotemporal space for
the previously identified regions and re-run the algorithm to detect additional clusters, if any.
Because our proposed algorithm is based on the EigenSpot method, the following section
presents a brief review of the EigenSpot method.
EigenSpot algorithm
EigenSpot algorithm inputs are two spatiotemporal m × n matrices, C, game day’s
speeds and B, base information (typical day’s speeds) where m denotes the number of sections
and n represents the number of time points. Each cell in each matrix represents the speed
reported by INRIX for a particular section and time. With respect to these matrices, the
EigenSpot algorithm tries to detect a subgroup of regions in the spatiotemporal space in which
the reported speed is unexpected due to basic information. Each matrix is decomposed using a
one - rank SVD (singular decomposition of values) to obtain the main left and right single
vectors. The elements of the principla left and right singular vectors are related to spatial
dimensions and temporal dimensions, respectively. The next step includes the distances between
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the corresponding elements of pairwise vectors which were calculated. The subtract vector can
be calculated as follows if (sb1, sb2, …, sbn) represents the spatial singular vector for the normal
day's matrix and (sc1, sc2, …, scn) for game day's (case) matrix:

ds = [ds1 = sc1 - sb1 ds2 = sc2 - sb2 . . . dsn = scn – sbn]

Similarly, for the temporal dimension, the subtract vector is given by:

dt = [dt1 = tc1 - tb1 dt2 = tc2 - tb2 . . . dtm = tcm – tbm]

A z - score control diagram for vectors ds and dt should be applied with a significant
level α to identify abnormal spatial and temporal components. Finally, the locations of hotspot
regions in spatiotemporal space are approximated by the combination of spatial and temporal
components that are out of control.
Multi-EigenSpot algorithm
For the proposed algorithm, we consider the situation in which data on the speeds of
vehicles on the day of the game and normal day are aggregated over a period of time for
different sub - regions. In the proposed algorithm, the speed of the vehicle on the day of the
game and the normal day shall be arranged in the form of identical matrices C and B, where m
indicates the number of components in the spatial dimension (segments) and n the number of
components in the spatial dimension (time points).
Given the spatiotemporal matrices, C, (game day's speeds) and, B, (normal day' speeds),
two spatiotemporal matrices, E (expected speeds) and, R (relative risks) are calculated. If there
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is no cluster in the spatiotemporal space for the expected traffic congestion, we use the proposed
formula, which assumes that the reported cases are distributed over the spatiotemporal space in
proportion to the speed of the normal day. The risk measure, RR, is also calculated as the
proportion of the C to the E. The Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is applied on each
matrix, C and E, and singular vectors are calculated on the left and right. The SVD of a
spatiotemporal matrix, M, is the form M= UDV, where the columns of U are the single vectors
corresponding to the spatial dimension, and the columns of V are the single vectors
corresponding to the temporal dimension. D is a diagonal matrix with the matrix's Eigenvalue
diagonal entries, M. If we assume that C and E are identical, their main left and right single
vectors are also identical, i.e. the distance between the corresponding elements in the single
vectors of the pair is zero. If there is a change in C, this change can be detected by the changes
in the elements of the main single vector. In these cases, for the components corresponding to
the affected areas in both spatial and temporal dimensions, some distances between the
corresponding elements of the pair of individual vectors become abnormal.
This approach uses the z-control chart to monitor the distances between the individual
vectors of the pair. The spatial components of a cluster and the pair right singular vectors to the
temporal components are associated with an abnormal difference in the corresponding elements
of the pair left single vectors. If the abnormal components are found in both spatial and temporal
dimensions, the matrix C is upgraded by the corresponding expected cases to replace the
elements (lower speeds of game days) corresponding to the out - of - control components of
space and time. In order to further visualize these elements on the heat map, matrix R is also
upgraded by replacing the elements corresponding to the out of control components with their
average value. The matrices, C and R, are upgraded iteratively until no spatial or temporal
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component is found out of control. The resulting matrix R is then displayed on the heat map
showing the various average relative risks of different colours. If there is no cluster of spacetime, the resulting heat map will have all elements equal to 1 showing only a dark-blue colour.
Apart from dark-blue, different colors on the heat map approximate different space-time
clusters.
Three types of tools are required for Multi-EigenSpot algorithm: 1) SVD for the
identification of the single vectors of the matrix, 2) a statistical process control tool to monitor
the distances between the relevant elements of the single vectors and 3) a visualization tool (heat
map) for the visualization of the detected clusters. The detailed step-by-step process and the
deployment of these techniques in the algorithm are given below.
•

Step-1: Calculate the space-time matrices of the expected speed of the vehicle and relative risks.
T@U =

V.U
× W@U
W.U

TZZ
T = Y ⋮
TCZ

⋯ TZG
⋱
⋮ ^
⋯ TCG

where
V.U is the jth column-average of matrix C
W.U is the jth column-average of matrix B
W@U is the speed in the ith sub-region over the jth time-point.
@U

=

V@U
T@U
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ZZ

= Y ⋮

CZ

⋯
⋱
⋯

ZG

⋮ ^

CG

Having matrix R, we will be able to visualize hotspot clusters on the heat map.
•

Step-2: SVD of matrices, C and E.

•

Step-3: Calculate the subtract vectors.

•

Step-4: Identify abnormally higher distances in the corresponding elements of the pair singular
vectors.

•

Step-5: Upgrade matrices, C and R.

•

Step-6: Find additional spatial and temporal abnormal components. Repeat steps (2 - 5) until
each dimension has no abnormal component.

•

Step-7: Visualize the resulting matrix R on the heat map showing different colors of the average
RR - values.
After implementing the proposed method on all routes in our case study, 19 hotspots are
identified. Figure 1 below is an example output of the proposed method. The colored regions on
the heat map show multiple space - time hotspots corresponding to different average RR values (less than 1). If there is no cluster, all heat map data values are equal to 1, showing only a
dark - blue color.
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Figure 4.1 Sample result of the proposed algorithm. Heat map shows spatiotemporal matrix of
I-80 route as an example.

After detecting hotspots, it is crucial to identify what factors affect the size of hotspots,
their location and other possible parameters. Start time of the game and opponents are two
important factors affecting number of people coming to Lincoln, Nebraska on the game days.
Start time of the game can be divided into two parts; noon and evening. Noon contains games
start at 11 am or 2:30 pm. Similarly, evening contains all games kick off at 6:30 or 7 pm. On the
other hand, Cornhuskers opponent teams can significantly influence on the importance of the
game. As an example, Cornhuskers toughest 2018 opponents are as follows: 1. Ohio State, 2.
Wisconsin, 3. Northwestern, 4. Michigan State, 5. Iowa, etc.. Thus, it is important to assess the
impacts of these two factors (start-time and opponent) on the hotspot size. Hotspot size can be
defined as congestion length and congestion duration. In the following, impacts of start-time of
the game and toughness of opponent on the hotspot size (congestion length and duration) are
assessed.
Start-time of the game
Using the proposed method for hotspot detection, it is possible to find out the number of
consecutive segments in each hotspot. Having segments length and the number of consecutive
segments for each hotspot, it is possible to approximate the length of each congestion (hotspot).
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Figure 2 below illustrates how the congestion length changes for noon and evening games with
respect to the time congestion occurred, before start time of the game (negative values) or after
that (positive values). Among 19 hotspots identified in the case study from the proposed hotspot
detection algorithm, it is clearly observed that for most of the hotspots, congestion length when
the start-time of the game is noon is higher than evening games, no matter congestion occurred
before or after the start of the game.

Figure 4.2 Start-time of the game impact on congestion (hotspot) length.

Multi-EigenSpot algorithm is capable to identify traffic duration of each hotspot cluster.
As shown in Figure 1 as an example, time (congestion duration) and number of segments
(congestion length) of traffic hotspot cluster are easily visible. Thus, we estimated congestion
duration by the proposed method. Figure 3 below shows the average congestion duration of 19
hotspots during noon and evening football games with respect to the time congestion occurred,
before start time of the game (negative values) or after that (positive values). As can be seen in
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the figure, all games kicked off in the evening are accounted for less average congestion
duration than noon games, no matter congestion occurred before or after the start of the game.

Figure 4.3 Start-time of the game impact on congestion (hotspot) duration.

Toughness of opponent
Nebraska Cornhuskers opponents play a significant role in the importance of the game.
According to the last 5 years, Cornhuskers toughest opponents were: 1. Ohio State, 2.
Wisconsin, 3. Northwestern, 4. Iowa, 5. Michigan State, 6. Purdue, etc.. It is important to
evaluate the role of opponent on game days' traffic congestion.
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Figure 4.4 Impact of Cornhuskers opponents on the congestion length.

Using the proposed method for hotspot detection, we are also able to find out the
duration of traffic hotspots. The goal of this section is to find out the impact of Cornhuskers
opponents on the traffic congestion duration. For instance, is there a longer traffic duration in
the Lincoln area when the game is between Cornhuskers and Ohio State compared to the game
against Rutgers?
In the Figure 5 below, the horizontal axis shows top 5 opponents of Nebraska
Cornhuskers during past 5 years. The other category is others which implies all other teams
usually couldn't win Cornhuskers at all. As obviously can be seen in the boxplot, there is a
decreasing trend from Ohio State (toughest opponent) to others (weaker teams) implying the
fact that duration of traffic hotspots is influenced by the opponents.
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Figure 4.5 Impact of Cornhuskers opponents on the congestion duration.

Based on the exploratory analysis conducted above, the traffic hotspot size is influenced
by start-time of the game and toughness of opponents. In the next step, this research aims to
predict traffic congestion based on the available variables, and identify hotspot clusters for the
year 2018 based on the predicted dataset. Given start-time of the game (Noon or Evening),
toughness of opponents, specific congested segments for each route, it is possible to forecast
speeds on game days of next year (2018) using Dynamic Bayesian Networks and identify
hotspot clusters based on predicted dataset. Data of 2018 are utilized as validation set.
Dynamic Bayesian networks
Pearl (1988) introduced Bayesian networks as probabilistic graphic models that explain
the dependence and independence of random variables on conditions. These dependencies are
represented by a directed acyclic graph and measured by a joint probability distribution that
breaks down into a product of local conditional distributions:
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Where Pa(Xi) is the set of parents of Xi. Bayesian networks' flexibility allows different
sources of information to be combined. For example, you can use your own knowledge to set a
part of the model and the other part can be learned automatically from data (Leray, 2006).
Additionally, inference (the forecasting process) is possible to be made by the information
propagation mechanism even in case of incomplete data. This feature is especially useful in real
- time applications where it can be harmful to implement a further imputation process.
Dynamic Bayesian networks are extended to models evolving over time (Dean and
Kanazawa, 1989). Each node
The parents of

( )
@ can

( )
@

represents the instantiation of the variable

@

at time slice t.

belong to t, t-1, …, t-r, where r is the order of the dynamic Bayesian

network (Ghahramani, 1998).
Due to the limited number of available observations, 10-fold cross - validation is
evaluated in the forecasting performance (Kohavi, 1995). This method involves dividing the
dataset X randomly into 10 subsets X1, ..., X10 of (approximately) the same size. The model is
trained on X\Xk and tested on X for each K ∈ {1, ...,10}. The final performance is estimated by
an average of 10 measurements of accuracy. The weighted average absolute percentage error
(WMAPE) is adopted in this paper:
∑faZe ( ) − d ( ) e
bc,T( , d) =
∑faZ ( )
Where d is the estimate of

and N Is the number of comments in the dataset. The WMAPE is

easy to interpret, like the average absolute percentage error (MAPE). On the other hand, it
favors models that predict high values effectively.
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Learning with incomplete data
In this study with having several routes in Nebraska over 5 years, the missing data is too
dispersed to delete list-wise. Sun et al. (2006) proposed to replace the parents of the dynamic
Bayesian network with the variables whose values are missing. Unfortunately, this method is
hardly applicable because it means that parents are complete, which in many situations does not
necessarily apply.
The expectation - maximization (EM) algorithm, proposed by Dempster et al. (1977), is
a method for iteratively estimating the maximum likelihood of parameters when missing (or
hidden) values in the training dataset. This method carries out two steps at each iteration starting
from an initial parameter estimation. It completes the data set of observed data and current
estimates of the expectation (E) parameters. This completed dataset is used in the M step to
update parameters by maximizing the probability of logging. As Dempster et al. (1977) shows,
the log likelihood increases at each iteration until the maximum local convergence is achieved.
The next time slice forecasting process can be considered a problem of inference in the
dynamic Bayesian network. In Murphy's thesis (2002) or in Koller and Friedman's recent book
(2009), for dynamic Bayesian networks, a comprehensive review of inference methods can be
found. The approximate inference methods normally take less time than the exact methods.
They seem to be a better choice to ensure real - time forecasts given the complexity of our
model. The bootstrap filter (Gordon et al., 1993), also known as the fittest survival (Kanazawa
et al., 1995), is a stochastic simulation algorithm that can be inferred in real time. It generates
weighted sample sequences by sampling unobserved values. These sequences are time collected
- multiplied in proportion to their weight, which reflects their probability of time.
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Experimental method
The data are collected during 41 game days and 41 normal days over 5 years from 2013
to 2017. As explained earlier, start time of the game and toughness of opponents are two
significant factors affecting hotspot clusters detected by the Multi-EigenSpot algorithm. Start
time of the game can be divided into two parts; noon and evening. Noon contains games start at
11 am or 2:30 pm. Similarly, evening contains all games kick off at 6:30 or 7 pm. On the other
hand, Cornhuskers opponent teams can significantly influence on the importance of the game.
As an example, Cornhuskers toughest 2018 opponents are as follows: 1. Ohio State, 2.
Wisconsin, 3. Northwestern, 4. Iowa, 5. Michigan State, etc. For toughness variable, it is
considered as two classes; tough opponents, and normal opponents. The prediction algorithm is
applied on each route separately. To predict speed and thereby find hotspots which are the
locations always experiencing congestion on game days, start time of the game and opponent’s
toughness are two discrete variables. In the model’s structure, time windows of 15 minutes is
considered. In other words, each frame of model contains 15 minutes of traffic speed as a
vector.
In this study, the dynamic Bayesian networks approach performs well on each route.
Corresponding WMAPE for each route is provided in the Table 2 below. Average WMAPE for
all routes is 13.8 %. The opponent toughness has not changed significantly with 5 classes rather
than 2 classes. The accuracy of the model is well illustrated by Figure 6, which shows the actual
and predicted values on I-80 as a sample. Heat maps of other routes are provided in Figure 1 in
appendix. 2018 game days are utilized for the validation set. After forecasting speed by DBN,
we utilize Multi-EigenSpot algorithm again to find the hotspot clusters, both for predicted
scenario and actual scenario. As can be seen in the Figure below, the predicted and actual values
are nearly same showing the high accuracy of the proposed prediction method.
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Table 4.2 Average forecasting errors (WMAPE in %).
Route WMAPE
I-80

12.2

NE-31

10.6

US-6

11.4

US-77

18.1

NE-2

16.5

Figure 4.6 Predicted and actual hotspot clusters showing traffic congestion of game days on
I-80 over the year 2018.

Conclusion
In recent years, traffic congestion has become a significant issue in urban areas. People
in the United States travel extra billion hours and spent extra billion gallons of fuel due to traffic
congestion every year. Thus, monitoring the performance of the transportation system play an
important role in any transportation operation and planning strategy. Non-recurring congestion
is called congestion caused by accidents, road work, special events or adverse weather. Non -
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periodic events with a high attendance expected (such as planned special events or PSE), such
as concerts, football games, etc., play an important role in delays in everyday transport.
The Nebraska Cornhuskers Football team's home is Memorial Stadium, Lincoln. It is
commonly referred to on game days as Nebraska's "third largest city." With an extended
capacity of more than 85,000, game days typically affect Lincoln's and neighboring regions '
travel patterns. This paper has evaluated the relationship between professional sports events and
traffic congestion using INRIX data over past 5 years in Nebraska. This study demonstrates a
systematic way to assess travel patterns and traffic hotspot clusters in football game days
compared to normal days. 5 major routes in Nebraska are selected to conduct this study. Also,
we used historical and real - time traffic data from the monitoring platform of INRIX TMC.
Real - time traffic data, including speed and travel times, as well as location information, have
been provided by INRIX, which is currently considered to be the largest traffic data set for
crowds.
For detection hotspots, the Multi-EigenSpot algorithm which is the extension of
EigenSpot algorithm was utilized. The spatiotemporal analysis of real world data on congestion
cases has shown that the proposed method addresses the two main limitations of the existing
EigenSpot algorithm (multiple cluster detection and visualization).
At the end, DBN approach to forecast the traffic congestion (hotspots) on game days is
proposed. This approach is designed to provide predictions in real time even when incomplete
data are present. In the presence of incomplete data, the structural EM algorithm is used both to
reduce the structure dimension and to find the parameter's maximum probability estimates. The
bootstrap filter is then used to predict. The experiment carried out on all game days and
corresponding normal days from 2013 to 2017. The year 2018 is used for validation.
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CHAPTER 5.

CONSOLIDATED CONCLUSIONS

Presently, there is an expanding interest among transportation agencies and state
Departments of Transportation to consider augmenting traffic data collection with probe-based
services, such as INRIX. The objective is to decrease the cost of deploying and maintaining
sensors and increase the coverage under constrained budgets. This dissertation documents a
study evaluating the opportunities and challenges of using INRIX data in Midwest. The
objective of this study is threefold: (1) quantitative analysis of probe data characteristics:
coverage, speed bias, and congestion detection precision (2) improving probe based congestion
performance metrics accuracy by using change point detection, and (3) assessing the impact of
game day schedule and opponents on travel patterns and route choice.
The first study utilizes real-time and historical traffic data which are collected through
two different data sources; INRIX and Wavetronix. The INRIX probe data stream is compared
to a benchmarked Wavetronix sensor data source in order to explain some of the challenges and
opportunities associated with using wide area probe data. In the following, INRIX performance
is thoroughly evaluated in three major criteria: coverage and penetration, speed bias, congestion
detection precision. In terms of coverage, INRIX covered almost all road networks in Iowa,
however, it mostly provides real-time data on the interstates. INRIX speed bias analysis, found
meaningful interpretations of influential factors in INRIX speed bias. These findings further our
understanding of this probe-sourced data. In particular, INRIX speed value, time of day, truckAADT, number of lanes, type of TMC segment, and segment length had significant effects on
the magnitude of speed bias. For the congestion detection analysis, three factors of type of
congestion, type of TMC segment, and segment length were thoroughly examined.
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The second study focuses on congested hour and the number of congested events as two
performance measures. To improve the accuracy and reliability of performance measures, this
study addresses a big issue in calculating congested hour. For both performance measures, a
traditional fixed-threshold congestion detection method was initially used. The lack of
efficiency and high number of errors in congestion detection by probe data and the lack of
overlaps between probe congested hour data and Wavetronix inspired the development of a
robust solution for congestion detection. After that, a novel traffic congestion identification
method is proposed in this paper and in the following, the number of congested events and
congested hour are computed as the performance measures.
After evaluating the accuracy and reliability of INRIX probe data in chapter 2 and 3, the
purpose of the last study in chapter 4 is to find out the impacts of game days on travel pattern
and route choice behaviors. This paper has evaluated the relationship between professional
sports events and traffic congestion using INRIX data over past 5 years in Nebraska. This study
demonstrates a systematic way to assess travel patterns and traffic hotspot clusters on football
game days compared to normal days. 5 major routes in Nebraska are selected to conduct this
study. For detection hotspots, the Multi-EigenSpot algorithm which is the extension of
EigenSpot algorithm was utilized. At the end, dynamic Bayesian network approach to forecast
the traffic congestion (hotspots) on game days is proposed. It is shown that the impacts vary
depending on the schedule and also the opponents.
Overall, this dissertation evaluates probe-sourced streaming data from INRIX, to study
its characteristics as a data source, challenges and opportunities associated with using wide area
probe data, and finally make use of INRIX as a reliable data source for travel behavior analysis.
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APPENDIX: PREDICTED HOTSPOT CLUSTERS USING DBN

NE-31
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NE-2
Figure 1 Predicted and actual hotspot clusters showing traffic congestion of game days on 4
routes of NE-31, US-6, US-77, and NE-2 over 2018.

